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Strike in. 
! i Churchill 
Settled 
CHURCHILL~ Man. (CP) 
• - -  Grain handlers returned. ' 
to work Wednesday af -  
ternoon less than two hours ~, 
after ratifying a contract 
proposal from the National i:: 
Harbors Beard. 
Their vote brought o an 
end a 13-day strike that has 
jeopardized hopes for 
moving a record 32 million 
bushels of grain through this 
northern Manitoba p~t. 
Port manager . A. 
Lauzon now says that the 
port is unlikely to achieve 
record grain movements this 
year. 
He says that would require 
toktal replacement of ships 
that were diverted elsewhere 
after the strike began and 
ideal weather conditions. 
"We would have no spare 
days at all now," he said, 
adding that the 25 to 26 
million bushels uggested by 
~ Transport Minister Otto 
Lang is more realistic. 
So far, abou three million 
bushels have been shipped. 
Shortly aftei" I p.m. 
Wednesday bout 30 workers 
~'~.~ began loading the Polish 
freighter Cedynia. 
The HEttAbD was the first 
to break the news of the 
Churchill strike, and though 
little has appeared in the 
:.~ Vancouver press, for the. 
past 13 days that seaport 
half-way up the West coast of 
• " Hudson Bay has been locked 
~= ever since in a critical 
struggle for survival. 
Western farmers, who 
know Churchill is the 
MiSs Prince Rupert Wins 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A coast city became the first 
17.year-old girl from Prince Miss PNE. 
Rupert, B.C., was crowned She was crowned by Sandy 
Miss Pacific National Blackburn of Kamloops, 
Exhibition Tuesday night B.C., last year's winner. 
after heating nut 37 other Miss Mararenko, who won 
candidates in the twoday $1,-000 along with the crown, 
pageant, said she hopes to enroi at the 
Gloria Macarenko is the University of Victoriu and 
second Prince Rupert girl to study journalism. 
win the event. In 1948, Attendeace is still below 
Mergie Brain of the north. 1977 figures although 53,228 
persons went through the 
turnstiles Tuesday, up 5,909 
from the corresponding day 
last year. The four-day at- 
,cadence this year is about 
257,000, down from abut 
26O,000 for the corresponding 
period last year. 
The car winner Tuesday 
was Mike Smith of Delta, 
B.C., while the home ap- 
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This fire damaged house is one of a number of structured slated for demolition by council. 
House RemovalsTo Beautify Terrace 
A number of houses and 
other buildings Were ordered 
demolished orcleaned up by 
the district of Terrace 
following a public bearing 
Terrace council heard a 
report from district building 
inspector Peter Brock who 
listed the structures and the ' 
reasons for the recom- 
mendation torid the town of 
these visual nuisances. 
Anyone can. complain to 
the building inspector about 
cheapest i'oute to ship grain 
also know St. Lawrence  PARKSVILLE, B.C. (CP) 
River and Seaway ports . _  RCMP officers using 
have been trying for years to helicopters have seized more 
shut Churchill down - and than one ton of marijuana 
one bad strike could ac:. plants during the past two 
eomplish just that, it weeks from plots in remote 
properly exploited. ~ .i* .~/.. ,:,,areas on l~asqueti Island in 
• ~li~ D0~vne~',: Manit~a st theSi'altofGeorgia near this 
agr iculture minister community on the east coast 
Tuesday threatened to fly of Vancuver Island. 
prairie farmers into the port Parksville RCMP said 
tolead their own grain if the Tuesday the seizures include 
strike was not over by 400 kilograms eized Monday 
nightfall. The port is open 
only 88 insured ays a year, 
but is capable of shipping 
over 30 million bushels of 
grain in that period. The two 
week strike has spoiled 
Churchill's 50 year strike- 
free record and, because 
ships have had to be diverted 
at great extra cost, will have 
dealt Churchill a damaging 
blow. 
AIR CANADA STRIKE SETTLED 
Taylor and Norman Foster, chief negotiator for the 
pilots. 
The strike was to have taken effect at 3 a.m. EDT 
today, n 
Federal abor department officials and represe -
tatives of Air Canada nd the Canadian Air Line Pilots 
Association (CALPA) took part in Wednesday's 
meetings. 
O'I~AWA CP - A strike by Air Canada .pilots has 
been called off, deputy labor minister Gordon Mc- 
Caffrey announced Wednesday night, 
The announcement followed 12 hours of talks bet- 
ween airline representatives and negotiators for the 
1,500 pilots. 
Details of the settlement were to be outlined at a 
news conference by Air Canada president Claude 
unsightly p)properties, and 
the inspector will visit the 
structures and recommend 
whether they need to be 
cleaned up or demolished. 
This week's public hearing 
was to give the property 
owners a chance to make 
ropi'esentation to council if 
they felt there was a reason 
for not carrying out the 
recommendation. 
Following decisions were 
made by council following 
the public hearing: 
4611 Graham, clean-up; 
4607 Loea, clean-up 2404 
Kalum, demolition; 3230 
Kalum, demolition; 2401 
Kalum, demolition; 5025 
Halliwell, demolition; 4020 
Davis, demolition, and 4705 
Seucie, demolition. 
Owners of these structures 
have 60 days in which to 
carry on the demolition or 
clean-up on their properties 
or the municipality will send 
in its own crew and the 
property owner will be 
charged for the job. 
Decision was deferred on 
several other properties, 
4515 Haugland, 4940 McDeek, 
4826 Agar, 5028 Agar and 4437 
Park, so these situations 
could be further studied by 
• council. 
The'last two, 5026 Afar and 
4437 Park will also be looked 
into by the health depart- 
ment. 
B.C. Briefs: Twdve-Foot Marijuana Plants 
discovered five marijuana Wednesday. is planning an accelerated 
gardens growing in small She said the proposed pro- program which will enable 
clearings, gram is similar to that an- bright students to advance 
Police said one plant was nounced last week by through secondary school at 
12 feet tall. Education Minister Pat a faster ate: 
• No charges have been laid MeGeer, and officials do not 
to :date . .  ~ ' antlclp~te any.  ~ccnflict SURREY, B.C. iCP) -- 
,-.~ - .......... . . between~lie'two. ~ ' ~ " ~-  . ,~ l~sta f fa t  K iug~ .George  
VICTORIA (CP)  - -  The .: Ms. Brice said the Private ,hospital in this 
Greater Victoria School ministry and the district will municln,qity southeast oi Vanc~ : walked out for an 
District will provide a high be working closely with the 
school program for gifted University of Victoria in hour to~ ~ in support of a 
students in 1979, -board developing the programs, pregnan 'yorker who 1st 
after a police helicopter pilot chairman Susan Brice said McGeer .said the ministry seniority rirI=ts. 
• • -  m Anthr( pong]st To Address Baha'is 
By Glen Cameron his field, has t~een revolved is not a vague hope, but the rive development. 
Professor J. Jameson in Arctic Research, lecturiug logical conclusion of an With the appearance of 
Bond, of South Mountain, widely, as well as chairing historical process begun Baha'u'llah, the Founder of 
Ontario (near Oflawa), will various symposiums and thousands of years ago. The the Baha'i Faith, the long 
be in Terrace to meet with committees. Baha'i Faith teaches that childhosd and adolescence of 
the local Baha'is and their In 1947 Professor Bend mankind as a whole grows humanity has come to an 
friends. On Thursday August became a member of the and evolves in much the end; theage of maturity isat 
24 he will be speaking at the Baha'i Faith, a new world same way as an individual, hand. Slowly, Baha'is 
House of Sim.ot-Ghets atthe religion Just as an individual goes believe, mankind is tearing 
Kitsum-Kalum Reserve. through stages of infancy, down the barrier of 
Professor Bond received In 1947 Professor Bond childhood, ndoleseense and prejudice that has divided 
his M.A. in Anthropology became a member of the maturity, so does mankind, us. It is a painful, but 
from the University of Boha'i Faith, a new world This evolutiOn is helped necessary process, and the 
Toronto and has taught at religion based on the life and along and guided by God conclusion is a glorious one 
the Universities of Windsor teachings of Baha'u'llah, from age to age through the characterized by the 
and Alberta. He also served whose xpressed purpose is Founders of the world unification of the entire 
the Canadian Government in to unify mankind. Professor religions. Krishna, Moses, human, race, and the 
the Northwest Territories Bond has served for several Zoroaster, Buddha, Christ, emergence ofthe first world 
and latterly in Ottawa s the years as a member of the Mohammed, the Bah and civilization. 
senior social policy analyst ' NationaISpirituaiAssembly, Baha'u'llah each acted in As the world continues to 
with the Department of and is currently Assistant this capacity. Through their shrink, and interdependence 
Regional Economic Ex- Secretary to that body. lives and teachings mankind becomes more undeniably 
pansion. He has published The ideal of unity as en- was thrust forward into essential, this trend is in- 
many professional papers in visaged by the Baha'i Faith another stage in its collec- ereasingly more visible. 
Sterlinl  Chain Sale . ## 
"Vest Pocket MethOds" will give way to "'more sophisticated management 
V,~NCOUVER (CP) - -  David Radier likes profits 
and hot dogs., 
Nine years ago Radier with partners Conrad Black 
and Peter White put together $20,000 to buy a money- 
losing daily newspaper in Quebec. 
This week they sold their newspaper and printing 
interests to Maclean-Hunter Ltd. of Toronto in a deal 
which could be worth nearly $20 million. 
"The Sberbrooke Daily Record was lo~ing money at 
the rate of $100,000 a year when webought i in June, 
1969," Radler said in an interview Tuesuay after me 
sale of Sterling Newspapers Ltd. was; announced. 
"In four months we made a profit and never looked 
back. ~ And we never put another cent in it. All the 
PUkirehasesin the West were bank loans,and the vender 
tang  paper (promissory notes)." 
The 35.year-o|d son of a retired Montreal restaurant 
owner who was a business consultant before the 
' i Sherbrooke purchase, has agreed to stay on as pres- 
dent of Sterling for six months or longer as Maclea~- 
Hunter moves into the daily and weekly commu i y 
newspapers field for the first time. !
MOVING UP 
But he also is moving up the co,orate ladder as 
Black, 33-year-old Toronto lawyer, takes control of the 
giant Argus Corp. Ltd. holding company. 
Toronto sources indicate Radler is expected to 
appointed to the board and executive committeeo ! 
Crown Trust Co. of Toronto, which has assets Ol ~=.t,q 
billion under its administration. Black and Sterling 
bought a major interest in Crown Trust last spring. 
In addition, Radler is expected to continue as 
president of Dominion Malting Ltd., 'a Winnipeg 
corn n with revenues of more than $20 million. pay  . . ,, 
"I am now buying my hrst luhch m !0 years, he 
said halfseriously in Sterling's office on the fifth floor 
of the IBM Tower in downtown Vancouver. "I don't 
own the petty cash anymore." 
Lunch at the paper-littered desk--only aconstantly- 
used calculator was not buried--was two hot dogs with 
lemonade and two cardboard sandwiches for his 
visitors, bought by hiS secretary for less than $5 in Ea- 
ton's basement cafeteria. 
"We have an affinity for Eaton's," an obvious 
reference to Black's close business relationship with 
Fredrik Eaten of Toronto. 
KEEPS WITH IMAGE 
The inexpensive hot dog lunch was in keeping with 
the image painted by some employees. "He's so tight, 
he squeaks," said an editor. 
Sale price of Sterling was not disclosed but 
estimates range from $15 million to close to $20 
million. One source indicated that about $18 million 
could be right after tax benefits are considered. 
Radler declined to reveal financial figures because 
the company is privately owned, however, published 
figures for 1975, the only ones available, show sales of 
$9.3 million and earnings of $1.35 million. 
He said this year's sales and earnings are 
significanUy higher. 
What did Maclean-Hunter get to go with its network 
of printing and publishing, radio, television, cable 
television and book and periodical distribution? 
Nine daily, nine weekly and two twice-weekly 
newspapers, close to 400 employees with a payroll of 
almost $7 million a year. 
ALL IN B.C. 
All the papers and printing facilities are in British 
Columbia with the exception of the Summerside 
Journal-Pioneer and two printing plants in Prince 
Edward Island. The Journal-Pioneer has the largest 
daily circulation at 11,500 copies and the Kimberley 
Daily Bulletin has the smallest at 2,000 copies. Cir. 
culation of the weeklies ranges from 2,000 to 50,000. 
Donald Campbell, chairman of Maclean-Hunter, 
said Tuesday in Toronto that the newspaper industry 
"is something we have looked at for years but haven't 
been able to get into." 
Campbell and Radler said no decision has been 
made on Sterling's recently-acquired inters,  inUPI 
of Canada. Sterling and Toronto Sun Publisning corp. 
combined with UPI to set up a new company to 
provide a new news serwce with operational 
headquarters in Toronto. 
DECISION RECENT 
Radler said the decision to sell Sterling was made 
eight weeks ago. Inquiries about purchasing started to 
come in wNle control of Argus--the company with 
huge holdings which include Dominion Stores Ltd. and 
Mass~y-Ferguson LTD.--swung over to Black• He 
said the investment firm of Greenshields Inc., was 
hired to co.ordinate offers. 
Radler is optimistic about Sterling's future under 
Maelean-Hunter. 
"They will give it more sophisticated management. 
We were qmck and we used ves.~neket methods. 
"They will do better than we dtd. 
Last summer Sterling sold the Sherbrooke Record-- 
described by Radler as one of the most profitable 
pa,pers--to Sherbrooke lawyer Georg~ McLaren. 
I think he is doing as well, if not better, than we did. 
There is no reason why this can't continue in 
Sterling." 
Maclean-Hunter is the largest publisher of national 
periodicals in Canada. The company reported 
revenues of$175,283,000 in 1976, up from $151,678,000 !n 
1975. 
David Radler, president 
of Sterling Newspapers Ltd., the B.C. newspaper 
chain that Maclean-Hunter Ltd. intends to buy~ said 
Tuesday that he will stay on as president for at least 
six months.Sterling signed the deal with Maclean- 
Hunter on Monday after several weeks of 
negotiations.Radler said he had been talking to six or 
seven parties but in the end, it narrowed own to the 
Toronto-hasod publishing firm "when the~, put in the 
hi=best bid."He didn't disclose what Mac]ean-ttunter 
will pay but said it is closer to $20 million than the $13 
million figure quoted as Sterling's original asking 
price.Closing date of the deal is Sept. 30.The Sterling 
purchase is Maclean-Hunter's first venture into the 
newspaper business.Ster!!ng was founded.nine }'ears 
ago by Radier, T?ronto i.ndnstria!tst u .om'ao.macg ann 
lawyer Peter White, wno rein.ames t~. sole owners. 
They built the group up to a cnam ot lune uaily, nine 
weekly and two twice-weekly newspapers. All but one 
of them is in B.C.Tbe dailies are the Cranbrook 
Townsman, Fort St. John Alaska Highway News, 
Kinberley Daily Bulletin. Nelson News, Port Albernie 
Albernie Valley Times. Prince Rupert News, Terrace 
Herald and Trail Times.Sterling's suburban weeklies 
include the twice.weekly White Rock Sun, Surrey 
Delta Messenger, Coquitlam Enterprise and North 
Store Citizen.The community weeklies include the 
twice.weekly Peace River Block News and the once- 
weekly Cbetwynd Echo, the Mackenzie Times, the 
West Kootenay Advertiser, the Cranbrook Town and 
I 
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Oonfinue Inquiry 
Into ¥6H Deaths 
party to many sensitive 
conditions at the Canoouver 
General Hospital. 
LAYMEN VITAL 
"I an of the opinion," he 
said, "that it is the foreman 
and Jurors who perform the 
most vital function of the 
coroner's court." 
He said that "it is not only 
important, hat justice be 
dane but that it appear to he 
done. 
• "And the jury in 
VANCOUVER iCP) j8 
british Columbia's super- 
vising coroner disqualified 
himself Wednesday from 
conducting inquests into 
three deaths at Vancouver 
General Hospital, one week 
after being rebuked by 
Health Minister Bob Me- 
Clelland for making 
"irresponsible statements 
about he incidents." 
Glen McDonald said in a 
statement prior to the start 
of the inquests in North discharging their duties 
Vancouver that "after show no fear, favor or af- 
fection, as their oath re- considerable deliberation in 
connection with the deaths at 
the Vancouver General 
Hospital, I feel that for the 
better discharge of these 
duties as coroner they be 
taken over by Coroner 
Bernard Nash." 
Nssh normally cenducto 
inquests in North Van- 
couver. 
Health Minister Bob 
McClelland had called 
McDonald irresponsible for 
making the statement that 
"yea'do be deaf, dumb and 
blind" not to know there is 
some kind of trouble at VGH. 
His statement referred to the 
• deaths of patients Bill Lako, 
39, Danny Barnes, 26, and 
Getrude Gchlum, 57, and 
quires." .  
Meanwhile, North Van- 
couver coroner Bernard 
Nash heard evidence 
Wednesday that razor blades 
had been taken away from 
Lake, a multiple sclerosis 
victim, about 12 hours before 
he was found dead at the 
hospital. 
Lake had two deep cuts ou 
his abdomen when found. 
Grace Vanderwall, anurse 
on Lako's ward, said she had 
discovered a cut on his 
fingers and when she asked 
where he had got it from, be 
said he had thrown a razor 
blade out. 
Vanderwall said she told 
the head nurse and was told 
to take Lako's razor blades 
VGH. away from him. She said she 
McDonald said his reasons locked up several blades 
for disqualifying himself which she found after 
stem from the fact that he searching his drawers. 
has been an honorary lec- She said Lake had never 
hirer in pathology at VGH given any previous in- 
and will continue in that Job dicatton he was suicidal. 
this year. 
"Also I ave been involved 
in kidney donor schemes, the 
tissue bank, the ear bank, 
homographs and other co- 
operations which make m e a 
Evidence also showed that 
the normal eomplemqnt of 
nurses was on duty and that 
Lako had been checked an 
hour before being found 
dead. 
6iris .Still Oannot 
Play Wdh The Boys 
Japans Adoption OF Western Methods l ll 
Mean IncreasedSales Of Canadian Lumber 
VANCOUVER CP - A slow, but increasing acceptance 
of North American frame construction methods by 
Japan could lead to increased sales of British 
Columbia lumber, says Junichi Hosotsuji, the Osaka 
increasing need for housing and an in.cr.aslng adoption 
of the North American system, it coum nocome a rien 
market. 
Hosotsuji said Tuesday that the Japanese Housing, 
representative of the B.C. Council of Forest Industries Corp. is building three trial projecm and this coum 
(COFI). - . provide more impetus to change methods. 
Jinichi. is here with a 31-member delegation of He said the Japanese also are moving away from 
Japanese who have a background in housing, studying high.rise living and are showing increasing interest in 
North American construction methods, town-house accommodation. 
The B.C. industry wants to .~ell more dimensional "Because of the skyrocketing price of land in Japan 
lumber to the Japanese and has been engaged in a it is very difficult for anyone to get into single-family 
program of selling the benefits of our system of dwelling," he said, "but the tewnhouse provides an 
construction for some time. accommodation between the single house and the 
The Japanese group is here for a week getting an huge apartment." .• 
intensive look at the local housing field including 
lectures at the Pacific Vocational Institute and on-site "There are great possibilities for Canadian ex, 
visits. The group also will visit Seattle, San F r a n c i s c o a d  Los Angeles. . ~e~u; : °nuS: ; l i c : °n~luS : :  
Because of traditional post-and-beam methods of 
construction, Japan has not been a ripe field for B.C. 
lumber in the past, but COFI believes that with an 
Ileseareher 6ranted Approval 
For Human Embryo Experiments 
NASHVILLE, TENN. AP - A Vanderbilt University • Soupart proposes to fertilize about 150 human eggs a 
• professor may become the first researcher to win a year in plastic dishes for three years, sustaining them 
United States federal ethics board's approval for for up to six days and chemically analyzing their 
experiments with human embryos conceived and chromosomes for si~os of hereditary diseases. 
nurtured in the laboratory. "Briefly speaking*there is the norinal risk of birth Dr. Pierre'Soupart, 54, a Belgian born and trained 
professor of obstetrics and gynecology studying birth defects in any pregnancy," Soupart said in an in- 
defects, appears Sept. 15in Bethesda, Md., to testify at terview. "We want to determine whether that risk is 
a hearing of the Ethics Advisory Board of the U.S. the same in tissue culture methods or whether it is 
National Institutesof Health. No government funded greater or lesser." 
DOOR MIGHT OPEN 
If Soupart succeeds, a new door might open on the 
search for the causes and cures of such afflictions as 
hemophilia. But the implications of creating and 
destroying embryonic humans in the name of 
research trouble.~ many 
human embryo research has been permitted since 
1975. 
Created by the U.S. department ofhealth, education 
and welfare, the 14 member board of doctors, clergy, 
lawyers, laymen, philosophers and thicists was 
charged with deciding whether federal funds ehtically 
may he used for such experiments. 
Baffin Island Interview 
With The Governor Gen. 
FROBISHER BAY, N.W.T. (CP) - -  Gov.-Gen. Jules Leger says Canadians 
should be more optimistic about he future of their country. 
In a rare interview Wednesday aboard a Canadian Forces Cosmopolitan en 
route to this Baffin Island community, the governur-genet sai ,eels throughout 
Canada this summer have been most encouraging. 
"I 've seen Canada all around. I think the thingtht strucn De,hat Canada is in 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Gall the section of the Human 
Cummings i  less upset han Rights Code preventing 
her parents or the Ontario discrimination on the 
Human Rights Commission grounds of sexsrace,ereed, 
byacourtdecisionuphalding color, marital status or 
the right of a sports nationality, good health, playing and working." 
association to prevent her "if we go by the kind of He referred specifically to the James Bay hydroelectric power project in 
from playlng hockey with the argument used with the northern Quebec, a $16-biliion project he described as a fine example of 
Cummings ease, then it Canadians working to ensure a better future. 
bo'~" P Y - The ~'oun t,~, I Cthink ttv sure o itself,the governor-general s id in the inter- I want to la , but could apply to other groups, ,, 
whatever the answer is, I'll involving race, or creed, or . " - J '  .' ~ . . . . .  just hay ~ tO gq ~10dg~ with color,"~commiesion director view he had requested with The Canadian Press nn order to express his ophmtsm 
' • ,, ~ " " . . . . . .  ": Brownsaid ' ~ to.the nat ion. .  ' ' ": '  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ : • ' ~"i. =~ .' ' , ..... " :  " ": 
,~ .  t l~.~l~;y~ld Hunt~. ' ~Se~,.~. , ,  .~_.,:= ,.... ........ "You have the impression the country is noridal in many senses~of the word~ 
'~ ISVille," 7r JH&. , '  b"ilt'i ,. ISU|~ ' .w, na~ oq~.,. ~ .mu. .~.m.~. .  q~t,~t;o,,,l~,~tlF~*;naha,..budthmat~(3ftnwn " 
Tuesday. and their lawyers are Allot 1o wmm, •us,.~ u,v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"But when l'm 13, that'll studying the ruling. The governor-general and Madame Leger end a five-day tour of northern 
be next year, l'll be able to WANTS TO APPEAL Quebec and the eastern Arctic on Friday. Earlier this year, they visited British 
play with the girls' team, the Gall's mother, Dorothy Columbia and participated in ceremonies at the 1978 Commonwealth Games in 
Huntsville Honies." Cummings, said Tuesday Ednionton. 
The Divisional Court that she would like to see the The governor-general als0 refe/'red to his visit this week to Fort George, Que. 
ruling last week ended a ruling appcale~ but will seat of the new Cree regional government for the northern half of the province. 
bitter twoyear struggle abide by whatever the  " Itwas good to sec native people at work. lt was a goed examp]e of democracy 
waged on hehaH of Gaff and commission decides, in the making. 
another girl by the provin- "Fer me, an ordinary "It's been a long process. I hope the pr.ogram wii] be dnrable.'~ 
clal human rights corn- parson, they stiff haven't The Lagers were greeted by about 100people when mey arrivea at me airpor,a 
Frobisher Bay, 1,880 kilometres north of Quebec City. Many people waved 
Canadian flags and burst into applause when the Lagers walked acooac. 
mission. 
Gall was 9, and had played 
four games with the Hunt- 
svtlle All-Stera boys' hockey 
team, when the Ont=rto 
Minor Hockey Association 
refused to approve her 
player's certificate. 
WAS DISCRIMINATING 
The commission ruled that 
the association was dis- 
Oonsumers Want To Ban 
Supermarket 6immiekery 
TORO~NTO (CT) - -  The Cons mers Association of Canada, deluged with com- 
plaints from consumers about promotional lures by supermarkets, i  planning to 
take a stand against all gimmick selling. 
Ruth Jackson of Kitchener, Ont., national vice-president and chairman of the 
association's food and agriculture committee, said this week that one possibility 
under consideration is to recommend shoppers boycott stores invmvea. 
Mrs. Jackson said thoughtful cosumers are asking the meaning of the many 
lotteries, credit vouchers for cash register tapes, shopping sprees and sweep- 
stakes currently being promoted by all major chairmtores in Ontario and Quebec. 
Both the association an concerned consumers are wondering whether the 
recent outbreak of games and gimmicks i addnotthe ky-rncketing cost of noD 
already up 12 per cent from one year ago and expected to increase more by the 
end of 1978, Mrs. Jackson said. 
However, a spokesman for the supermarket industry said there 
e several reasons why stores are using these forms of competition, c s n mmicks 
'cheaper" 
Dick Mathieu'of Toronto, a retail management consultant, said the games 
can cost thousands of dollars to the stores but they are much cheaper than 
slashing prices in price-war style, the form of competition used in the late 1960s 
and ear ly '70s. 
"No price competition over games, gimmicks, coupons ervice and ambiance 
gets the retailers out of a head-on-head confrontation, yet give the stores identity 
in the marketplace," Mathieu said, 
Professor John Liefeld of the famiiy and consumer studies departoent at the 
University of Guelph said he believes no store can afford to offer what he termed 
significant price reductions, 
"Recently, orice reductions weren't •all that different and people weren't 
noticing, so'rhea,ores are trying to attract attention in other ways," Liefeld said. 
s 
Prof. Trevor Watts, also of the University of Guelph, agreed with Prof. Liefcld. 
saying games and similar efforts are designed to divert attention from prices 
while building store loyalty. ' 
Both agreed that the current lottery craze is,another reason why supermarket 
games are popular with shoppers. 
7 PolleD Oars Arrest 9 yr. old 
TORONTO CP - Nine year 
old Lawrence Smith loved 
playing cops and robbers 
until last week when he was 
apprehended by 
Metropolitan Toronto police 
'after seven cruisers pulled 
up in front of his house. ' 
stotiou,fDr questioning, considering the cir- 
given me any sufficient 
reason why she can't play." 
When Gall heard of the 
decision, she was flying 
home to Ontario from 
Vancouver, where she was 
the only girl on the Hunt- 
sville Pee Wee team, second- 
place winner in the Canadian 
National Lacrosse Tourna- 
ment. 
Bruce Prentice of the 
against the Ontario Minor Lacrosse 
Association was surprised to 
hear Gall was on the team, 
However, he said any girl 
~ nd enough can play lacr- se;. although eventually 
boys outstrip girls in 
physical ability. 
Both the Canadian and On- 
torio minor lacrosse assoei- 
ations allow girls to play on 
any teams. 
"Hnckey's problem is that 
the adults have all got their 
noses out of joint," Prentice 
said. 
criminating 
youngster on the grounds of 
sex. It also ruled in favor of 
Dabble Bnazo of Waterford, 
Ont., who was denied the 
right to play on a boy's team 
in the Ontario Rural Softball 
Association. 
The court ruling against 
Gull's case rested on the fact 
that facilities provided by 
the hockey association were 
not open to the public, giving 
the group the right to ex- 
clude girls. 
A spokesman said Tuesday 
the commission is concerned "if she's good enough to 
by the wide implications of play goalkeeper, let her 
the court interpretation of play." 
Oiefonbaker 
Tuokored Out 
sleep a day for the last few 
days, a tooth infection was 
acting up again and there 
might have been some kind 
of reaction to the penicillin 
he was taking for the in- 
fection. 
Asked how serious the 
situation was, Franklin said 
it was not up to him to say 
but he is hoping that 
Diefenbaker will respond to 
treatment and rest. 
Rick Logan, Dtefenbaker's 
executive assistant, said his 
boss in "fine" but will be in 
SAINT JOHN, N.B. CP - Diefenbaker Uemg admitted 
Former prime minister John to hnepltol 
Diefenhaker was taken to 
hospital by ambulance GOES WITHOUT SLEEP 
Wednesday after becoming The former prime minister 
fatigued uring a tour of the had only two or three hours 
Meritimes. 
A spokesman for Saint 
John General Hospital said 
the 82 year old member of 
Parliament for Prince 
Albert was in stable con- 
dition Wednesday afternoon. 
Diefenbaker arrived in 
Saint John on Tuesday and 
had been staying at the 
estate of Mitchell Franklin, a 
prominent businessman and 
Progressive Conservative 
Party supporter, at Bain's 
Corner, about 40 kilometers 
northeast of Saint John. 
His activities Tuesday 
included a deep sea fishing 
trip and an appearance at an 
evening dinner and recep- 
tion. 
Franklin said in an in- 
terview Wednesday that a 
number of .th!ngs led to 
Sexual 
Offender 
TORONTO CP - A 35 year old 
man has ~en charged with 
abduction and with having 
sexual intercourse with a 
female under 14 in incidents 
involving a mentally 
retarded girl, Metropolitan 
Toronto police said Tuesday 
The case began last 
February when a man 
posing as a doctor convinced 
the girl's mother to let the 12 
year old girl accompany the 
man and his family on a trip 
to Morocoo, police said ..... 
• The girL's, mother,,.whose 
name was ;.not., ~el¢~sed, 
agreed to the trip aftei" she 
consulted with the Chilron's 
Aid Society and school of- 
flciais, police said. 
His ~i, mother, Gloria cumstanees, but said the 
Steey, e~, said Tuesday: radio call reporting the in- 
"They,even said they were cident made no mention of a 
going to charge him with little boy. 
resisting arrest because he "W~ knew there was an 
was holding on to the fence in altercation down there, but it 
front of the house and the does look stupid when you 
policeman couldn't get him find out it's a nine year old," 
Liberals to Announoo 
Future Budget Ohanges 
OTTAWA CP New 
government measures to 
restore the economy's vigor 
will be announced later this 
week or the beginning of next 
wok, Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien said Wednesday 
after a cabinet session. 
But Chretien and other 
cabinet colleagues declined 
to be specific on what the 
measures will be. ' 
Treasury Board President 
Robert Andraa, in charge of 
coord inat ing federa l  
spending plans, said the 
government will also reveal 
steps that will free up to 
another $1 billion which 
might be used to stimulate 
the economy. 
Last week,, he said the 
cabinet had already decided 
on $1,5 billion in spending 
eats over this year and next 
along with the elimination of 
up to 5,000 federal public 
service jobs. 
Among the cuts are two 
that have provoked 
criticism, the elimination of 
a bonus paid to bilingual 
employees - worth $35 
million- and the mothballing 
of a $150 million nuclear 
energy project at La Prade, 
que. 
Chretien said his an- 
nonncement will be related 
to many government 
departments, but he will 
make the over all statement 
for the government. 
WAIT FOR PARLIAMENT 
If legislation is required 
for some of the measures, 
they will he dealt with when 
Parliament iscalled back in 
W£NDSO  
CANAD] AN 
October, unless there is an 
election, he added. 
"We are working on .the 
assumption we will be going 
m" ahead with the prngra , 
Chretien said. 
Andras said some of the 
measures will require action 
by Parliament while others 
could be accomplished 
through order of cabinet. 
While taxation and 
spending budget measures 
are usually proposed first in. 
Parliament there is no legal 
requirement for them to he 
introduced that way. 
Political critics, who have 
already accused the 
government of a publicity 
campaign in the an- 
nouncement of spending 
cuts, have described the 
proposals as a sham and 
suggested the Lihora~ are 
trying to buy votes in an 
election that might come as 
early as October. 
The proposed spending 
reductions were first an- 
nounced by Prime Minister 
Trudeau in an  Aug. 1 
television address in which 
he also promised a national 
economic recovery plan. 
Since then, the cabinethas 
met three times to map out 
the anticipated program. .  
Trudeau had promiseu 
Canada's chief economic 
partners in a July summit 
meeting in Bonn that the 
country would achieve a five 
per cent annual growth rate 
this year, despite indications 
that expansion of the 
economy has thus far been 
well below that level. 
. b t~  
hospital several days. 
Logan said Diefenbaker is 
totally conscious and Is 
suffering nothing more than 
fatigue. He said there are no 
c~thans totransfer him to any 
er hospital. 
The four foot, 80 pound 
boy, who had gone to the 
rescue of his eight year old 
sister after she had been 
struck by a neighbor, was 
put in the back of a cruiser 
and token to a nearby police 
of E He was crying and he said. 
, ,e  w,o w. e, ,or One of the three largest selling Canadian whiskies in thew0rld A spokesman for the youth 90 minutes until his mother j 
bureau at the police station got in touch with a lawyer 
admitted that seven cruisers and gained his release, was 
was an excessive response net charged. 
Or [or those more generous mls. well worth sharing. 
Well worth guarding. 
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BCR workers 
pull pickets 
VANCOUVER • CP FORCED OUT 
Striking British Columbia Pickets forced 320 era- 
Railway workers withdrew ployees off the job at the 
Squamtsh station Tuesday, 
and picketing also occurred 
at Prince George, Williams 
Lake, Fort. St. James, 
Chetwynd and Mackenzie 
Armstrong said. He said 
there were no pickets at Fort 
Nelson, Fort St. John or 
Dawson Creek. 
The decision by about 160 
strikers in Prince George to 
return to work came after 
Vancouver union leaders 
urged them to call off the 
strike. 
The joint council's 
recommendation said that 
"in view of the position taken 
by certain unionized em- 
ployees of the B.C. 
their picket lines late 
Tuesday after voting to 
accept a return to work 
arrangement worked out by 
railway offteials and union 
leaders. 
Contract negotiations 
resumed today as rail ser- 
vice was hack to normal 
following a 21/= day strike 
which disrupted operations 
north of Prince George. 
A .spokesman for the 
strikers in Prince George 
said they voted to lift the 
picket lines after it was 
agreed the company would 
not take disciplinary action 
and that contract talks would 
start immediately. 
A recommednation for 
return to work was signed by 
representatives of the 
railway and the joint council 
of seven railway unions 
following a day long meeting 
at the offices of the B.C, 
Labor Relations Board. 
Council vice chairman 
Glen Bowles, of the United 
Transportation Union, said 
.strike vote will be taken 
after the LRB approves the 
council's voting procedures 
and schedule. He said the 
council, which applied Aug. 
.16 for authorization to take a 
strike vote, could submit its 
vote plans to  the board 
today. 
Agreement to resume 
direct negotiations without 
mediation came on the day 
government mediator Fred 
Geddes was to become 
available to enter the 
dispute. The railway applied 
for a mediator earlier this 
month. 
Hugh Armstrong, a B.C.. 
Rail spokesman, said 
Tuesday's work stop~ges 
involved about 1,200 wergers 
at six locations, resulting in 
spasmodic service north of 
Prince George but causing 
little disruption south d that 
dry. 
Railway," the counc i l  
"directs the membership to
cease the illegal action they 
are involved in and return to 
work immediately." 
Bowles said the strikers 
were told "they were at the 
mercy of the board and the 
law of the land" if they 
continued to stay out. 
The strikers' spokesman 
said pickets came down 
about 11 p.m. Tuesday. 
The Prince George 
strikers, who acted without 
union authorization, had 
voted Monday night to carry 
on with the work stoppage, 
saying they were upset with 
the railway's failure to enter 
'meaningful negotiations for 
a new contract to replace one 
which expired July 31. 
The contract alks cover 
about 2,200 werkers in seven 
unions, bargaining together 
in the joint council formed 
last year under the auspices 
of 'the LRB• under the 
provincial labor code. 
B.C. Rail said it has of- 
fered workers a three year 
• contract including increases 
in wages and benefits 
amounting to seven per cent, 
5.6 per cent and 5.2 per cent. 
The unions ay the proposal 
includes annual wage in- 
creases of four .per cent. 
New chddren Librarian 
Besides ber duties with the 
library there she was also an 
alderman for the Village of 
Princeton and bas been 
involved with numerous 
recreational prngrammes 
for some time. 
Her hobbi'es include 
Princeton, B.C. where she eooking, weaving, pottery 
was Community Librarian and reading. We are happy 
for the Princeton Branch of to have Sandra here with us 
the" Okanagan Regional and hope that she enjoys 
Terrace. 
By Michael Collins 
Kate lnoue, Children's the Library. Her name is 
Librarian at the Terrace Sandra Henson. She is a 
Public Library for the past  graduate of Humboldt State 
two years has moved. We are University in Arcata, 
sorry to see her go and wish California where she 
to thank her for the fantastic majored in Education. 
things she has done for the She is a Canadian citizen 
library during that time. had has just moved from 
We already have someone 
to take her place, however, 
and she will continue to keep 
things active in the 
Children's Department of Library. 
Hostage taking youth 
shot by Toronto police 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
police shooting Tuesday of a 
youth who held a 15-year-old 
girl at,knifepnint for seven 
C o u l d  ho= marked the third such 
V G H  death involving the 
Metropolitan Toronto force 
this month. 
• , , , t  1 K . .A= A police spokesman said 
' . % . . . .  • ! l l  I " • I I 3 l  • ~ Sunt" Frank ,Barhetta shot ' "~" ; %;~.'MALI~ " - - -=- 'V .V '  .4 ,~/v~.~.~.~ ' ~. : . . . . . . .  _.a . . . .  
VA'N~'.7;"i~)"?'~*,,';;redt~tinf~:~t~;V.~ at ionsor  ~m~" fro/n'tl~ Pine Ridge 
Surgica'li~b~l~nol~ , an - ,~ar .  ~' .~t~ .rep.lac - Training School in 
Vancouver eneral Hospital ment staff taking nono~ys n,,,=,~n,,m,, n,t  -her ne-' 
Jg " to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  admin is t ra tor  Peter  before returmng ' gotiations failed to convince 
Bazowski Tuesday to close university. Reid to surrender. 
more than 100 beds tem- 
porarily because of a short- 
age of nursinr staff. 
Despite the hospital's 
recent strife and VGH's call 
for 181 more nurses, the 
patient occupancy rate 
remains high fr the time of 
year and only four per cent 
i t  t e hospital's beds have 
been closed, 
A surgical head nurse said 
Bazowski seemed receptive 
to the request for. more 
closures in 17 surgical 
departments, which would 
affect general, orthopedic, 
nose and throat and other 
RATE HIGHER 
Faye Cooper, public 
relations co-ordinator for the 
hospital, said the cculancy 
rate has been between 80 and 
82 per cent this summer, 
higher than the usual 
summer ate of 70 to 78 per 
cent. 
The winter occupancy rate 
is about 95 per cent, she said. 
Four per cent of the 
hospital's 1,763 beds have 
been closed: 52 are closed 
because of staff shortages 
and 21 because of re- 
novations. 
The hospital agrees with 
kinds of surgical beds. complaints hat there aren't 
She said the beds would be enough nurses, Cooper said. 
cised "on a tenporary basis The new graduates start at 
in order t consolidate staff." VGH Sept. 5, but won't be on 
They woMd probably be the wards until Sept. 18. 
reopened inSeptember after Following a report last 
the hapital assesses who is week from the quality of 
remaining from the many care appraisal committee, 
reaignatiom this summer of medical board chairman Dr. 
senior nurses and the W.D. Stewart said: "It may 
graduating class nurses he that we will have to close 
from the University of B.C. some wards." 
has been made familiar with In his report, committee 
VRH. chairman Dr. R. E. Robins 
In addition to the said some patients had been 
resignations at VGH, star- denied admission due to lack 
ring has had its annual of nursing staff. 
Low standards togo 
Police said Reid's erratic 
actions in the last hour of the 
hostage-taking led to the 
decision that the incident 
must be brought o an end. 
Supt. Barbetta was able to 
distract he youth, allowing 
the girl to move out of the 
way, and then caught Reid 
with two shots from a .38- 
calibre revolver. 
Earlier this month, a 55- 
yearold man brandishing a 
Two days later, a 24-year- 
' old man was shot and killed 
by a police officer during a 
disturbance at downtown 
discotheque. 
"Tuesday's ordeal, began 
when Reid broke into a 
three-storey house and found 
6% for PSAC 
AGREEMENT SIGNED 
OTTAWA (CP) - -The  
Public Service Alliance of 
Canada (PSAC) has ac- 
cepted a oneyear, six-per- 
cent pay increase for its 
13,000.member general 
service group. Treasury 
Board, the government's 
negotiator, announced 
Tuesday it had signed the 
agreement, effective Dec. 
26, 1977, with the PSAC. The 
group is composed of clea- 
ners, cooks, laundry 
workers, tailors, security 
guards, storemen, 
messengers and diplomatic 
couriers. 
CANADA CONTRIBUTES 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Canada 
will contribute $1 million in 
wheat flour to the United 
Nations Relief and Works 
Agency for Palestinian 
refugees, the Canadian 
International Development 
Agency announced Wed- 
nesady. A development 
agency statement said the 
contribution is above and 
beyond the '$2.5 million in 
VANCOUVER CP but, at the same time, must 
Universities that lower their also maintain admission 
admission standards in standards. 
"This principle simply 
order toattraet new students means that we  guarantee 
are only hurting themselves, 
Doug Kenney, president of every person with the ap- 
o" °* " ° ' "a"  en"an°e Kat  bm Columbia said Tuesday. requirements an. equal up- 
Kenny, addressing portunity 'to enter a er  
delegates to the Corn- university," he said. "this 
monwealth Universities principle doesn't imply an he~';n~ru;/s~e[~lcfeis. ;elSe 
Congress here, said open admissions policy - in fact, entrance requirements Katerberg at the Christian 
nniverslties cannot afford to assume an inequality based Reformed Church in Sardis, 
on academic and intellectual B.C. Mr. Katerberg passed 
away August 11, 1978, in 
Obscenity laws could 
mean censorship 
Lacombe, Alberta while on 
vacation. 
He was born in Holland on 
April 28, 1914, and resided in 
Terrace from 1955 to 1977. 
After leaving Terrace Mr. 
Katerberg took up residence 
at 7520 Queen Street in 
Sardis and worked in 
Chilliwack as a custodian for 
School District 33. 
Support 
our  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Adoption of proposed 
amendments to federal 
obscenity laws would en- 
courage harassment and 
censorship, says the British 
Columbia Civil Liberties 
Association. 
The association has sent a 
letter to former justice 
minister Run Basford, at- 
tacking legislation he in- 
troduced in the House of 
Commons last May increas- 
ing ' the penalties for 
breaking obscenity laws. 
The association said it op- 
posed even the present oh- 
, scenity laws in Canada, but 
focused its attack on the two 
amending clauses, t8 and 19. 
Clause 18 redefines what is 
legally considered obscene 
and clause 19 calls for stiffer 
penalties. 
The BCCLA said that child 
pornography laws have been 
extended to the point where 
they could endanger all of 
the arts. 
The obscenity laws con- 
cerning children are to be 
broadened so that nothing 
could depict or describe a 
child even simulating sexual 
acts or unduly displaying 
any portion of his or her body 
in a sexually suggestive 
manner, BCCLA said. 
"Adding the 'sexually 
suggestive' criterion could 
presumably choke off even 
such trivial and harmless 
productions as old Shirley 
Temple movies," BCCLA 
said. 
Lawmakers now will not 
only have to settle disputes 
over what is obscene but also 
what is to be considered 
sexually suggestive, BCCLA 
said• 
grotmds." 
Kenny said universities 
must pr6vide education that 
will challenge students o the 
limit of their abilities and 
turn out graduates with the 
best qualities possible. 
"Just as banks must 
maintain selectivity among 
borrowers, the credit- 
worthiness of universities 
will depend upon their 
resolve to preserve stun- 
(lards and to push forward a 
s tudent ' s  in te l lec tua l  
frontiers to the highest level 
before he is permitted to 
graduate," he said. 
Starting next month, UBC 
will tighten its requirements 
for students entering from 
Grade 12. 
Jackie Belleville, daughter 
of the owner, alone on the 
second floor. 
Police said the youth 
apparently intended to rob. 
what he thought was an 
empty house. They said he 
calm throughout he ordeal 
and there was no indication 
that Reid knew the'family. 
The street, a quiet neigh- 
borheod, was ring~d*~with 
police snipers andgc'towded 
with reporters, cameramen, 
policemen and onlookers. 
gun was shot and killed by 
poliee during an incident at a bed ahanoned a stolen car on 
downtown apartment. The a nearby side street. 
officers' were called.aftor a Reid took 4he  girl ,to a 
man telephoned police thirdfloor bedroom where he 
saying he w0uld kill the first tied. her, hands and legs with, 
policeman he saw. ropes and handkerchiefS. ' 
A neighbor saw the youth 
KILLED IN DISCO enter the house and alerted 
police._ 
Minutes later, a police 
officer arrived and the youth 
told him he would kill the 
girl. The officer called for 
reinforcements. 
Supt. Barbetta nd S.Sgt. 
William Bishop negotiated 
with Reid for almost seven 
hours. Reid demanded safe 
passage to Scotland, where 
he said he Was born, and a 
chance to speak to his 
mother. He also wanted a 
flour and $1.65 million in training school supervisor 
cash donated to the UN brought o the sccde. 
agency this year. MOTHER DIDN'T ARRIVE 
TIME TO PAY Reid's mother never 
QUEBEC (CP) -- A 48- arrived, but a school 
yearold man, fined 90 cents supervisor was in at- 
and charged$2.20 court costs tendance. 
Tuesday in sessions court for Supt. Barhetta said that 
petty theft, has been given 30 when police arrived, the 
days to pay the fine. The youth was curled next to the 
girl holding a serrated steak man, who pleaded guilty to 
stealing two bottles of beer knife to her throat. 
from a grocery last August, Later, he sat in a chair 
had only 75 cents in his with tha giri on his lap with a 
packet when the sentence knife still at her throat. 
was handed own. However, S.Supt. Michael 
Coulis said that in the last 
TWO MORE ESCAp~.'~ hour of negotiations, Reid 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Two became erratic in his 
prisoners escaped from movements and his 
separate prisons in nearby demands. 
Laval Monday night. Police "He started to make 
are looking for 24.ynar.old waving motions ~with the 
Serge Ouellette, who knife)," he said. 
escaped during a visiting S.Supt. Coulis added that 
period from minimum-se- Supt. Barbetta felt that the 
curity Montne St. Francois girl's life was in imminent 
Institution, and Ghislain danger. 
Girard, 23, who broke out of "There was an opportunity 
mediumsecurity Leclerc and he was able to distract 
Institution. Neither is con- the person sufficiently that 
sidered angerous, the girl was abl.e, to move and 
he was able to" Use his fire- 
arm and he fired two shots." 
• TAKEN TO PARENTS rgservlce After the shooting, Supt. 
Barbetta took the shaken but 
He is survived by his wife unharmed girl through a 
Klassje, five sons, Hank of crowd of onlookers into the 
Michigan, John Jr. of Ab- neigboring house, where her 
hetsford, Frank and Harry of parents were waiting. 
Prince Rupert, Richard of The girl had arrived from 
Sardis, and three grand- Cornwall, Ont., on Monday to 
children, visit her father, Victor Belie- 
Pallbearers 'were Hank ville. Her parents are sepa- 
Katerherg, John Katerberg,. rated. 
Frank Katerberg, Harry Police said she remained 
Katerberg ,  R ichard  
KAterberg and Henry 
Bergman, Burial took place 
at the Oddfellow's cemetery. 
Henderson Funeral Home 
was in charge of the 
arrangements. 
open their doors to everyone 
because they must maintain 
high quality. 
"The hard fact is that, by 
and large, the essence at 
higher edueatieo is to he 
selective," he said. "In 
,accepting this truth, most 
universities have realized 
that their guiding principle 
was to enhance quality, 
while fully recognizing the 
importance of justice. 
"Without a strong com- 
mitment to first class 
learning, auniversity will he 
committed to a second class 
fuWre." 
Keeny said universities 
should provide equal 
educational opportunities 
regardless of race, sex, 




VICTORIA (CP) - -  The re- 
port of an investigation i to 
the destruction of the 
provinciallyowned schooner 
Freelance places the blame 
for the vessel's loss on the 
government ofPanama, Dr. 
Philip Ney, of the Quest Star 
Society,, said Wednesday. . , 
He said the' report,:now~on 
,~iti;,;,way to _,.,Bee'r'eation~, 
Minister Sam Bawlf, will 
show that the 30-metre, gaff- 
rigged schooner could have 
sailed off the reef and back 
to British Columbia had it 
not deen stripped and looted 
by natives. 
The society was in charge 
of the vessel when it hit a 
reef off the San Bias Islands 
in the Caribbean Sea on June 
13, and at that ime accused 
the Panamanian govern- 
ment of allowing the craft to 
be destroyed. 
In announcing the pur- 
chase, Bawlf said the 
government had paid 
$125.000 for the schooner. 
O 
Other amendments also scene, BCCLAsaid. 
extended obscenity from "Items covered by the 
"undue exploitation of sex, code would clearly and 
and crime, horror, cruelty or explicitly de extended from 
violence," to "undue 'publication' to 'matter or 
exiloitation of sex or crime, thing," 
horror, cruelty or violence," This change "would 
BCCLA said. greatly increase op- 
"Thus, the latter four portunities for harassment 
would become obscene in of citizens by police, customs 
their own right, surely officials and others." 
opening a pandora's box of 
possible charges and sup- 
pression. For example, 
would so-called "detective' 
or 'mystery' novels 
represent undue xploitation 
of crime?" 
A third amendment, which 
added "undue degradation f 
the human person" as ob- 
scene is vague and am- 
biguous, BCCLA said. 
Widening the boundaries i  
yet another amendment 
which allows for any kind of 
thing to he considered oh- 
Pornographers would face 
"grotesquely excessive" 
punishments under clause 
tg, the association said. 
"The amendment calls for 
truly draconian punishments 
to be imposed on producers 
and purveyors of por- 
no~aphy." 
And these extreme 
penalties are to be imposed 
for 'criminal' acts in which 
the 'victims'-- those who 
read or watch obscene 
mater ia l s - -a re  chief ly 
volunteers. .'• 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS5 
AUTOV EST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply 1o purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months*rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
I 
78 F 250 pickup 
S148.00 per month 
I~Se, , .~- ,P  rlce 
S2,ITA,~, ........ :.: 
~:~d;tmP!Y~ relurn 
i i  i i i  I J J 
78 .Camaro HT 
Sl39.00 per month 
lease end price 
I 
Ye Econollne Van 
S13&00 per month 
S hglS.00 . , ;  .. 
~Or' simply~ retmq~, 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
SI24.00 per nlonth 
IHse end Ix 
J $2,025.00 $1,025.00 
or sire_Fly returnl or simply retur,, 
• . . . .  4 " iToPiestk3dr . .  178F150 4x 
I ' r':month I $155 O0 per month - $99.00 pe _ • . . 
I lease end pr icei  lease enu price 
i .400.oo I s2ms.oo 
|o r  simply retum io r  simply return 
'70 C 100 Cltev ]~ 
$139.00 per month 
,~q~sa • price 
I -Y~ ~b~ '~ '~*" ,u . ,-. ! 
;O Dodge Van 
S129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,STS.00 
or simply return 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,02S.00 
or simply return 
I 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ! 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLECT987"7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1140MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. 0.00479A 
I i 
Due to the closure of 
Tantalus Village Site (Squamisha.0.) 
As received from the Housing Corporation of British Columbia 
C.M.H.C. APPROVED 
Single & Double wide 
32 8,,w,-,s- 
MOBILE HOMES 
ALL 1976 Models,  Manufactured  by ATCO & HOMCO 
Priced for immediate disposa 
20 double wide homes 
Priced from 
I-=' /Jn e,ddo homes 
Pr iced  from 
S10,600,oS12,GW 
15-23' x 44' 
2'24' x 56' 
5-24' x 38' 
10-12' x 64' - 6" 
, 2-12' x 68' 
All homes c-w deluxe re f r igerator ,  ange,  washer  & dryer  
ALSO: front & rear  cement  s ta i rs  with wrough t iron ra i l ings  
For  appo in tment  to v iew 
Contact : Mr. Ken Ardiel -Mr. Michad-Hunt 
, (604) 685-7378 MAYNARDS '=*est st., Vancouver 
Auct ioneers  Ltd. NOTE:  THIS IS NOT AN AUCTION 
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EDITORIAL 
Most of our readers who have passed the 
"useful" age - that is, are over 29 - will, at one 
time or another have come acroos one or more 
the "Great Canadian Myths". 
Some of the myths perhaps falsely labelled 
"Canadian" - that have been perpetuated for 
many decades. 
There was the one about the "lifetime razor" 
that a British company called Rolls had invented 
- (No relation to Rolls Royce) - that was being 
kept off the U.S. and Canadian market by the big 
Gillette-type razor companies because it would 
put them out of business. Was it really a myth? [ 
saved up the fifteen dollars or so - a lot of money, 
those days, when you could buy a Gillette razor 
with two packs of blades thrown in for fifty cents 
- bought one and nearly hacked my face to 
pieces. I came across it only the other day, at the 
bottom of an old drawer. (Not my face - the 
razor ! ) 
There were  all those "fabulous" - and fables 
they were - and are - (the stories are still going 
the rounds- I'm sure they'll never die - about the 
"gasoline pills". - Just drop one in your 
automobile tank and fill 'er up with water, and 
take off! 
So many peoplehave lad a friend of theirs who 
just happened to be at a filling station when a car 
pulled up, a man got out, asked for abucket of 
water - and performed the pill in tank and pour in 
water, thank you and drive pway routine. 
There used to be similar steries of perpetual 
motion machines, so perfectly balanced they. 
would run forever... 
For centuries, of course, the "biggie" was the 
guy who had discovered a way to transmute lead 
into pure gold by his own secret process. 
Some of these chaps were willing - (of course - 
for a small fee) - to sell their formula which, also 
of course, never worked. 
The same "impossible dreams" extended into 
the patent medicine fields with pills and salves 
and liquids and foods one swallow of which would 
give any man all the "pep" he required to satisfy 
a dozen or more amorous Women. (They didn't 
work either - but don't ask me how I happen to 
know! ) 
Then there was another "great Myth" that 
also, for years has been making the rounds in 
Canada. 
I first heard it as a lad when I saw people in 
restaurants picking up empty cigarette 
Dear Sir: from cigarettes for  the the basement. Othercities in Not long ago an article in 
From time to time, we at purchase of dog guides for. Canada report on local an English magazine, 
blind persons. Yet the foil 
• has never had any 
redeemable value. There 
was never any truth in the 
silver foil support, but when 
the idea was at its peak, as 
many as five calls a day 
reached the Public Relations 
Department at CNIB 
headquarters. 
Foil collections were 
heavy. Some schools ac- 
tually put on drives with 
students collecting the 
worthless paper from all 
over the area. One caller 
had gathered one thousand 
separate pieces and filled 
many shopping:bags for easy 
tabulation. Another had 
• friends and relatives aving 
and every day the mail man 
was pushing packages of foil 
through her letter box. In 
Montreal, an entire city 
block ran ~,~av~the-f~il 
campaign. :i~,~Clid~ the~e 
had weighed t~ater ia l  an~d 
had more thana ton stored in 
collectors from time to time 
and word has come from 
New York that he rumour is 
popular throughout the 
eastern sector of the United 
States. 
For years CNIB ~ied to 
track down the source of the 
story. Noose could fine it. A 
well-moaning person would 
advise a friend that a next- 
door. neighbour knew 
someone who obtained a 
guide dog for a blind person 
by saving silver foil. The 
idea had such a strong ap- 
peal that the newcomer 
would immediately set a 
followed by a letter from 
CNIB, uncovered the source 
of the rumour. It has now 
been established the John E. 
Moore Ltd., Yeadon, 
Yorkshire, refiners of 
aluminum receive over 
found hundred tons a year 
from various sources for 
which the firm actually pays 
money. A large portion of 
this foil comes from sup- 
porters of Guide Dogs for the 
Blind Association which 
supplies this service • 
throughavt the land. 
At CNIB we assume that 
this is the source of the foil- 
the Canadian National In- 
stitote for the Blind receive 
telephone enquiries about 
the value of collecting 
aluminum foil from 
cigarette packages. 
In an attempt o educate 
the public that aluminum foil 
from cigarette packages has 
no redeemable value in 
North America, our Van- 
couver Office has sent us the 
enclosed "News Release". 
You would do me a great 
favour if you would have the 
enclosed release published in 
your paper. 
Thank you in advance for 
your consideration. 
! remain, with friendly 
regards, 
M. Walker for 
Fred Koalenz, 
District Administrator 
. . . . .  ~" ' "  t For .years ;,,C~ ..~. S. I~ y 
o f f i c~b~ ~b~'~ l '~g  
offers of tons of silver paper 
collection in motion without 
taking the time to check with 
CNIB the validity of the 
story. The fi=st call would 
announce that a great bundle 
of the paper was now ready 
to be picked up. Imagine the 
disappointment when. ~ told 
that it~was,~orthloss as far 
as'the,purchase Of a/dng was 
concerned. 
Odds and ends this week - many of them 
collected from notes written on the back of 
airline tickets. 
The Commonwealth Games are now over, and 
while Canadians'are njoying a rightful pride in 
the magnificent performance of our athletes 
(except a few professional cynics who seem to 
find something objectionable about the thought 
of Canada actually winning a competition.), 
many of these athletes themselves are now in 
Europe, participating in further world-class 
competitions. 
Cyclist Jocelyn Lovell has just this week.won a
silver medal in the World Cycling Cham- 
pionships in Munich, and our swim team is in 
West Berlin, preparing for next week's World 
Swimming Championships. "~ 
PERFORMANCE NO FLUKE 
The Commonwealth Games showed that 
Canada's tenth place finish in the Montreal 
saving. To our knowledge, 
the Moore Company is the 
only place in the world where 
foil is actually redeemable in
cash for charitable purposes. 
As far as Canada nd United 
States are concerned, there 
is no change in practice- 
sih/er foil has no redeemable 
.v~ide and will hot purchase a 
dog guide, 
packages and collecting what they called the Blind has actually tracked own the origin of 
"tinfoil". They told me they were gathering it for one such "biggie" - the Great Canadian (or 
the Red Cross who sold it for money with which. North American) Cigarette Foil Collecting For 
to buy hospital beds. The logistics of it - the Seeing - Eye Dogs Myth. 
And, surprisingly, it does have a legitimate bundling, the mailing and postage etc. involved 
even then, seemed to me to make the entire 
operation a questionable one. I wondered 
whether ~the collectors would not have achieved 
more by just donating the same amount of 
money they were spending on postage and ex- 
pre.ss, dir~tly to the hospitals - but nothing I said 
foundation - though not in Canada, but in the 
county of Yoi'kshire, England - the county that 
produced the "flying Yorkshireman" Legend. 
We are publishing the letter from the Canadian 
National Institute for the Blind in our Letters 
column, below, that should clear everything up. 
J 
~,, • . , /~  f ~ .~. 
=,  - .  
"• ,-3 ~;  .... .~* .. 
, '  
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Olympics was no fluke, and that our country is 
becoming one of the world's top sport nations. 
But, more important in my mind, is the fact that 
Canadian athletes are performing with a sense of 
pride and spirit, and with the knowledge that 
their country does support them.., and it does! 
DAILYCONSTITUTIONAL? 
Like most people, I watched with interest the 
recent provincial premiers meeting, and their 
discussion of the Prime Minister's proposals' for 
constitutional reform. Perhaps the "highlight" 
of the meeting was Rene Levesque's apparent 
conversion and fondness for the Monarchy. As a 
somewhat cynicalfrancher, i in Vanderhoof 
commented to me you believe that one, then 
I've got this bridge in New York I'd love to sell 
Y°~o~uaPntely,- - - - "  the question of constitutional 
reform and the preservation of our country's 
unity cannot be taken as lightly as Premier 
hazard-free as possible, personnel appears to be size, Of course, one always 
Above all, he must have a international; there was learns something. For 
knowledge of, and the 
June 21 to 24 Bob Mcl~wan, assurance ofbeing protected 
northern director of the B.C. from, the hidden hazards of 
Automotive Reta i le rs  modern technology (i.e. 
Association, was privileged poisons). 
example, in Britain the 
government research centre 
establishes ~epair times and 
procedures ~vhich are ac- 
cepted by the private in- 
surers and the repair in- 
dustry.. 
Another highlight of the 
conference was a visit to 
Vanden Plas, custom coach 
builders for British Leyland, 
to see Daimlers being hand- 
built and hand-finished; one 
was for the Queen Mother. 
Following the conference, 
moot of the B,C. contingent 
joined a week-long tour of 
southern; Ireland. As well as 
enjoying~the obious tourist 
attraet~:ons ( castles, 
ca thed~ and countryside) 
they ' i~  also welcomed 
guest~m~a l rge body shop 
in Dub]tlV and a couple of 
smaller ones in Killarney. 
Bob was impressed by the 
friendliness and co-operation 
of the many people he met at 
and after the conference and 
is looking forward to the next 
one in New York in 1980. 
After a couPle of days in 
Paris and a short stay in 
I,ondnn, Bob and Nora 
returned home July 10 
The safety of the motoring 
public is at least as ira- 
portant in the eyes of the 
repair industry generally. A 
driver must'be sure that a 
repaired vehicle is as safe to 
drive, as readworthy as it 
was before it was damaged. 
To assure this, the repairer 
must have skilled workers, 
adequate quipment and, 
sufficient time in which to 
carry out prover repairs. 
Throughout" he industry, 
regardless of country, there 
arre a number of common 
problems. Technological 
developments have made 
vehicles more costly to 
repair as well as to own; 
they also demand more 
highly skilled repair per- 
sons. Costs have increased, 
not only for materials and 
wages, but for the more 
sophisticated equipment 
required to repair, check, 
and adjust damaged sections 
'o assure Complete repair. 
The shortage of skilled 
to be one of the nearly 200 
people attending the first 
international conference of 
the Vehicle Builders and 
Repairers Association held 
in" London. 
Hosted by the British 
Association, the •convention 
drew members from as far 
away as Japan and 
Australia, as well=is from 
Canada, the U.S., and most 
of western Europe, seven- 
teen nations in all being 
represented. 
The overall theme of the 
conference was safety in the 
industry, safety of the 
workers and safety of the 
motoring public. 
The safety of the worker 
depends on a number of 
factors. First must be the 
skill and training of the 
worker; an unskilled person 
is a menace to himself and to 
those around him. He must 
have adequate quipment in 
good repair to do the job 
required. His working 
surroundings must be as 
general concern that it is too 
easy for unqualified, people 
to pass themselves off as 
qualified repairmen and, 
without some for of man- 
datory certification, it is 
;difficult to protect the 
public in this matter. Also, 
many expressed the fear 
that the repair industry was 
being forced by insurance 
companies to accept a lower 
return than would enable 
repairers to do adequate 
repairs, purchase necessary 
equipment, see to the 
training of future tradesmen 
and upgrading of prosent 
skills, and to leave a modest 
profit on investment. 
Talks on various aspects 
were delivered in English, 
French, or German. 
Simultaneous translation, 
closed circuit TV and in- 
dividual microphones 
allowed for full participation 
by everyone, 
' Included in the cmfference 
was a large display of 
equipment, moot of it similar 
to that in use at McEwan's 
shop; repair materials and 
techniques also differed 
little, considering the dif- 
ference m average •vehicle 
have believe (he, after all, Levesque would us 
has a vested interest in seeing us fail). So it was 
with some concern that I saw the Premiers take 
the easy way out, and condemn the Prime 
Minister's proposals while failing to put forward 
any altern,~!:ves of their own. 
Whatever the merits of the Prime Minister's 
proposals are (and, like all legislative proposals, 
they are subject o Parliamentary amendment). 
it must be remembered that they are the first 
new initiatives on this important issue -- an issue 
which must be resolved -- since 1971. As the 
Financial Post newspaper put it, "The denun- 
ciation of Ottawa's proposals by the Premiers... 
has a certain bitter irony about it. Although the 
provinces show remarkable alacrity in agreeing 
on the shortcoming ofthe federal bill, they have 
demonstrated over the years a chronic inability 




FALL  FA IR  F ITNESS 
Turning to some upcoming eventsl I will be in 
Smithers on August 25th for the opening of the 
Bulkley Valley Fall Fair .  The next morning I will 
visit Granisle to officially open that communi ty 's  
new fitness trail, which was constructed through 
a Canada Works grant. On Sunday the 27th I will 
(briefly) be home in Pr ince Rupert  before 
returning to Ottawa for Cabinet discussions, 
• A LOSS TO PARL IAMENT 
Closing on a more personal note, it was with 
sadness that I noted Stuart Leggatt 's  decision to 
resign from Parl iament.  There are  some M.P. 's 
who, no matter  what side of the House they sit 
on, are universal ly respected for their valuable 
contribution to Par l iament  and the country. Stu 
Leggatt  was one of those, and was also a per- 
sonal friend. With his resignation the NDP has 
lost one of their most responsible and articulate 
spokesmen -- a man who kept all of his opponents 
on their toes. He we be hard to revlace. " 
A contract worth $479,430 
to construct a replacement 
for the governn~ent wharf in 
Masset which was destroyed 
by' fire in January has been 
awarded to Minette Bay 
Marina Ltd., of Kitimat. The 
announcement was made 
today by Skeena M.P. and 
Minister of State,. lona 
Campagnolo, on behalf of 
Public Works Minister Judd 
Buchanan. 
"Work on this project 
should start almost Ira- 
by the federal Treasury 
Board. it was then necessary 
to go back to Treasury Board 
and seek their approval 
toward the contract .at a 
higher than estimated cost. 
This approval has now been 
obtained. 
Additional •delays in the 
project were caused by 
discussions with the 
tphrovinclal government, in 
e hope that the new dock 
could be combined with a 
terminal for the B.C. Ferry 
mediately", said Mrs. Corporation service to the 
Campagnolo, "and is Queen Charlottes. The lack 
scheduled for completion of any firm action by the 
within five months", There province in determining the 
has been a delay in awarding location of its Queen 
this contract, explained the Charlotte island terminal, 
Skeena M.P., because when and in establishing ferry 
tenders were originally service to the Charlottes, 
called all bids received were eventually made such 
uver the cost level approved cooperation impossible. 
L IBRARY NEWS ' 
KITIMAT 
By Doug Hagerman • 
Fight that ticket is a guide to defending yourself 
in court when wrongfully charged with a minor 
traffic violation. "A layperson stands an ex- 
cellent chance of receiving a not guilty verdict if 
he-she takes the time to dispute the matter". 
according to the author. 
The Kitimat Public Library will receive a grant 
from the Legal Set'vices Commission for $300 this 
year. These funds will be used towards the cost 
of maintaining an up-to-date collection of books 
on law. 
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S IPORTS 
R.K. i Sons plaue fifth 
Last weckTerraceR.K. & favorite Campbell River 
Sons Juvenile Girls softball team 16 to 0. Cherry Clooten 
team travelled to Penticton pitched a no-hitter for the 
to compete in the B.C. Vancouvertsland squad. In 
Summer Games, along with this game Terrace girls 
seven other girls teams from came up with two double 
throughout the province, plays, but couldn't score any 
In the first game they runs. The Terrace girls had 
faced Dawson Creek. This nothing to be ashamed of as 
was aneveniy played contest the.;, came up with many fine 
by both teams with Terrace plays in a losing cause. 
coming out ahead by a score 
of 9 to 6. In their final game they 
In the next game the competed against he team 
Terrace girls were out- from North Vancouver, who 
classed by the tournament d~t~atcdtheloealsqnadl3to 
2. North Vancouver won the 
bronz? medal, Campbell 
River the gold, and Ab- 
hetsford the silver meda. 
Many fine plays were  
made by Donna Baker, Gay 
Kawinski, Rhonda Potter 
and others. Both Gwen 
Waldie and Lynn Keany 
pitched well. Most of this 
year's team. will be back 
next year and the girls are 
looking for a better showing. 
The girls would like to thank 
everyone for their support 
•% 
have mn from August 25-31, 
has been cancelled. The 
event, originally planned by 
Roger Dufty, who has since 
resigned as Recreation 
Director, was dropped in the 
lap of Phil Stewart, 




this past season. Members of 
the team are Cherry Flury, 
Carol Reynolds, Corrine 
Mchart, Barb Parr, Rhonda 
Potter, Lynn Kenny, Gwen 
Waldie, Cindy Baker, Donna 
Baker, Marg McEwan, 
Diane Mostad, Gay 
Kawinski, Rhonda Hagen, 
and ingrid Metzmier. 
Manager of the team is Len 
Chian, with Linda Juba and 
Ed Sehloasur as coaches. 
Terrace came fifth out of 
eight teams. 
Fun and Fitness Week oanoelled 
Due partially to a lack of deadline that cannot be 
public response, Fun & changed. • 
Fitness week, which was to Public response to the 
events has been rather low 
anyway. By the time the 
entry deadline of August 21 
had come and gone, there 
were very few entries in any 
of the planned events. It is 
possible, but not definite, 
When contacted, Stewart 
explained that the pool is 
presently undergoing many 
staff changes, some are on 
holidays, some are going 
back to school, and normal 
staff attrition leaves the pool 
somewhat understaffed at 
the moment. He explained 
that rather than do 
something in a halfhearted 
fashion, he'd just as soon 
wait and give the Terrace 
area something of quality. 
.Fun & Fitness Week was to 
have kicked off with a Street 
dance Friday night, with a 
Swim Relay Race, Belly 
Flop Contest, Inner Tube 
Water Polo, Cross Country 
Race, Tug-O.War, and other 
events to have taken place in 
the days following. 
Jennifer Brooks and 
Sharon Lough were to have 
helped out with the ac- 
tivities, but are both too busy 
to participate. Ms. Brooks is 
running a series of 
playground events for small that something ofthis nature 
fry which include ddog show may be held sometime in 
and frlsbee championships, September. The King of the 
while Sharon Lough is Mountain Footrace, one of 
preparing the Recreation the week's events, will 
Dept.'s Winter Program definitely be run at a later 
booklet, which has a set date to be announced. 
U.S. swimmers still dominate 
Pool olosi  
WEST BERLIN (CP) --  
Wendy Quirk of Pointe 
Claire, Que., won Canada's 
third swimming medal at the 
world aquatic cham- 
pionships Wedqesday, but 
the United States was once 
again the big stow. 
U.S. s~vimmers won five 
gold medals to run their total 
The Recreation Depart- 
munt would like to announce 
that the Terrace Swimming 
Pool will be closed for 
maintenance beginning 
August 31, and will reopen 
either September 17 or 24, 
the date to be announced 
later. 
another medal for Graham 
Smith of Edmonton failed to 
materialize when the 
Commonwealth Games star 
could manage no better than 
seventh in the men's 200- 
metre breaststroke. 
Caulkins, 15, was timed in 
4:40.83, shredding the old 
with her brcastroke l g. 
Jesse Vassallo of the U.S. 
won his second gold medal, 
taking the men's 200-metre 
backstroke in 2:02.16, which 
was well short of John 
Nabers' seeming-invinciable 
work mark of 1:59.19 set at 
the Montreal Games. 
mark of 4:42.77 held by Mike Brnner of the U,S. 
Ulrike Tauber of East took the men's 200-metre 
Germany who was second in . butterfly in 1:59.38, a shade 
4:47.08. Becky "Smith" of"  off his own mark of 1:59.23. 
Edmonton, who won the George Nagy of Toronto 
bronze medal at the Men- finished sixth in 2:01.93, 
treal Olympics in this event, continuing the improvement 
lagged from ll~. start and he has showed since the 
finished last in 5:01.43. Canadian trials in July. 
GREAT START 
As she did Sunday in 
setting a world record in the 
200 medley, Cauikins got a 
great jump off the start held 
a body.length lead over 
Tauber for the first half of 
the race, and put it away  
.Nab uan't sins, 
golf 
LAVAL-SUR-LE-LAC, in swimming to 13, and racy 
Que. (CP) - -  Nathaniel Caulkins got the American's 
Crceby, at 16 one o f  the fifth world record of the 
youegest players to take part championships in the 
in the current Canadian women's 400.metre in- 
amateur golf championship, dividunl medley. 
said Wednesday he wouldn't Quirk, 19, took the bronze 
object to a career as a in the women's 100-metre 
professional golfer, butterfly won by Mary-Joan 
"1 can't sing and I hate to Pennington of the U.S., who 
study," said the youngest was timed in one minute 20 
son of the late crooner-actor seconds. World record 
Bing Crosby. "So a holder Andrea Pollack of 
professional career looks East Germany was second in 
good." 1:00.26, while Quirk touched 
The late Crnahy was an in 1:01.82. 
avid golfer and spOnsor of What could have been 
professional tournaments. 
Slew or Affirmed? 
missed qualifying for the on a track. Dr. James Hill, co-owner 
United States amateur. He of 1977 Triple Crown winner 
was in Buffalo, N.Y., for Seattle !Slew,said Tuesday 
roaches there when he night that serious con- 
decided to enter this one. sideration" would he given 
Nathnniel said the Cresby 
name has given him an to a match race against 
opportunity to meet people Harbor View Farm's At- 
he otherwise would not have firmed, the 1978 Triple 
Crown winner. 
uncoun-ered. He said ha Hill said that at present 
remains proud of his father Seattle Slew is committed to 
and the work he did. two other races, but after 
His sun said his celebrated 
father stuck his first golf 
stick in his hand when he was 
~rce years old a d he has 
played almost every day 
since age II. 
Nathaniei currently is 
recuprating from an ap-. 
pendicitis operation ana 
getting his legs back. He 
fired a two-over-par 74in the 
Opening round of the 54-hole 
tournament. 
Jhe said he plays in about 
20 turnaments a year, but 
SARATOGA SPRINGS, "serious discussion b 
N.Y. (AP) - -  Aho's a better various interests trying to 
horse-- Seattle Slew or put a package together." He 
Affirmed? said that these interests in- 
It appears the owners of eluded "track and TV net- 
these two sterling race works." 
horses may he planning on If the match race were to 
finding out by staging arace come off, Hill said that "both 
that would be the first time horses would have to be in 
two Triple Crown winners tiptop condition, .othorwls~ 
had ever appeared together there would be no point to 
it." 
The Louisville Courier- 
Journal reported in a 
copyrighted stow in today's 
editions that Wolfs0n said it 
had been suggested the race 
be held this fall at Churchill 
Downs, home of the Ken- 
tucky Derby, with the winner 
receivin~ $1 million. 
B.0. ahead 
, HALIFAX (CP) - -  British 
Columbia won three games 
Wednesday to take a two- 
point lead after the opo.m.'ng 
round of the Canadian 
women's lawn bowling 
Howe~er, the Courier- 
Journal quoted a source 
close to the Slew camp as 
saying it was doubtful the 
race would be held at 
Churchill Downs because 
"the networks want it in 
prime time and that means it 
could he held in only one 
place--the Meadowlands in 
New Jersey, where the: 
have night racing". 
stopped the bout at 1:36 of 
the sixth round of the 
scheduled 12-round event. 
WINS AT HOME 
COLOGNE, West Ger. 
many (Reuter) -- West 
German teenager Beate 
Habetz, comieting on her 
home streets, wn the 
women's world road race 
cycl ing championship 
Wednesday. Habetz, only 17, 
was first in a field of 59 from 
14 countries. KeeUe Van 
Oosten-Hage of the 
Netherlands was second and 
Italian Ema,u,:ia Lorenzon 
took the bronze medal. 
Karen Strong of St. 
Catharines, Ont., placed 23rd 
and fellow Canadian Carole 
Vanler was ~th. 
that "our options are open 
and we are willing to listen to 
any proposals". 
HELD DISCUSSIONS 
Hill, speaking by telephone 
from Fort Louderdale, Fla., 
said that neither he nor his 
partner, Miekey Taylor, had 
been in consultation with Af- 
firmed's owner, Louis 
Wolfson, but there had been 
championships.. 
Nel lHunterotNor thVan"  Sports briefs couver, B.C., was a 21-5 
winner In singles com- 
~ tition over Rese Bertoline 
Riverview, N.B.. FIRE KILLS HORSES 124 pounds. The referee 
Nagy set a Canadian 
record in the heats earlier 
Wednesday when he 
qualified in 2:01.62, bettering 
his own record of 2:01.99 set 
at the Commonwealth 
Games in Edmonton. 
In today's only other c am- 
pionship final, the syn- 
chronised swimming solo 
event, Helen Vanderburg 
gave Canada its first gold 
medal, with Pamela Tyron 
of the United States taking 
the silver and Yasnko Uni- 
zaki of Japan the bronze. 
The U.S. leads the medals 
table with 14 golds. The 
Soviet Union has three golds 
and West Germany and 
Canada one each. 
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and Phy l l i s  Coiwell of 
Rothesay. 
In pairs competition, the 
B.C. team of Muriel Holness 
and June Taylor, both of 
Vancouver, ' beat the 
Manitoba pair 'of May 
Townsend and Flu Sims, 
both of Wla, lpog, 16-14. 
In other singles matches, 
Quebec beat Manitoba 21-20, 
Nova Scotia downed Ontario 
. 30.21 and Saskatchewan 
posted a 21-14 win over 
Alberta. 
In triples play, Allie Ec- 
eles and Ann Taylor, both of EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) 
Vancouver, and Joan -- A'fire destroyed a bar& 
Phillips of Delta, B.C., Wednesday, killing36 horses 
combined to post a 33-8 win at Ellis Park just south of 
over the New Brunswick trio Evansville in Henderson 
ef Vangle Mefford and Alison County, Ky. Police said some 
Riheon, both of Saint John, of the animals destroyed 
were race horses. 
DEFENDS TIT E 
SANANONIO, Texas (AP) 
- -  Mike Ayals suceessfully 
defended his North 
American Boxing 
Federation featherweight 
title Tuesday night with a 
sixthronnd technical knckout 
over Shig Fukuyama of Los 
Angeles. Ayala, 20, of San 
Antonio, 125 pounds, was 
ahead on points throughout 
the fight agatnst the 26-year- 
old Fnkuyama, who weighed 
NFL olubs oontJnue to out rosters 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
While mos[ National 
Football League teams 
continued to put the finishing 
touches on their 1978 squads, 
Pittsburgh Steelers cntinue 
to weed out That Old Gang of 
Ours that brought two 
consecutive Super Bowl 
titles to the Steel City. 
-The latest Super Bowl 
member to leave w~s former 
all-pro safety Glen Edwards, 
" whowas traded toSanDlego 
Chargers for a fu~reJ draft 
Tuesday, as the Steelers and 
27 other NFL clubs sought to 
reach the 50-man roster 
limit. " ~ 
Edwards, 31, wanted to re- 
negotiate his contract with 
the Steelers in 1977 and 
walked out for a week after 
the season's eventh game. 
" I 'm still as fast as 
anybody out there," Ed- 
wards said. 
The six-foot-one, 165-pound 
Edwards, a secen-year 
veteran, won a starting job 
as a rookie out of Florida A 
and M in 1971. He was named 
the Steelers' most valuable 
player in 1974, the year they 
first won the Super Bowl. 
Among other Pittsburgh 
Super Bowl veterans who 
have been traded since last 
season were centre Jim 
Clack, wide receiver Frank 
Lewis and defensive tackle 
Ernie Holmes, who was 
waived this week by Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers. Fullback 
Rnggle Harrison, another 
Steeler with a Super Bowl 
ring, was cut Monday. 
The Steelers also shipped 
tackle Dave Pureifory, 
Zokol tiodfor lead 
LAVAL-SUR-LE-LAC, 
Que. (CP) - Richard Zokol 
of the Marine Golf Club in 
Vancouver was the only 
Canadian among four golfers 
he ding a share of first place 
following Wednesday's first- 
round play at the Canadian 
amateur golf championship. 
Zokol, not a member of the 
British Columbia Wlllingdon 
Cup team taking PSi: !n the 
interprovincial team mat- 
chss held in conjunction with 
the amateur, fired a three. 
underpar 69. 
That gave him a share of 
first place with Americans 
Jim Keim Jr., of Erie, Pa., 
and Paul Marchand of 
Franklin, Ind., along with 
Eurique Muller of Mexico 
City. 
Muller is one of four 
Mexican golfers entered in 
the72-hole eompetition atthe 
par-72, 6,521-yard pic- 
turesque Laval layout. 
In the interprevincial team 
matches, Ontario's team 
held a slim one-stroke l ad 
ampagne of the local club. 
Not only did he Mase 
brothers have identical 
totals, they fashioned them 
in the same manner as they 
pat together nines of 37 and 
33. 
The first round was played 
under mostly cloudy skies wi 
only a few drops of rain 
fallin~ on the late finishers. 
Most of the field of 16 played 
more slowly than usual, 
bothered fur the most part by 
some iessthan-perfect 
greens. : 
A good nanbor of t e en- 
trants claimed thes found the 
greens bumpy and hard to 
manage. 
acquired in the offseason 
from Green Bay Packers, to 
New England Patriots for a 
future draft choice. 
Pittsburgh also announced 
that second-round draft 
choice Willie Fry suffered 
torn tendons in his band and 
will be lost for the season. He 
was placed on the injured 
reserve list. 
GETS COMPANY 
Edwards wasn't the only 
former all-pro defensive 
back to be affected in the 
outdown moves. 
Bruce TKAYLOR, A 
STARTER FOR San 
Francisco since 1970, was 
one of eight players waived 
by the '49era. The 20-year-aid 
cornerback was a first.round 
selection in 1970 and had 18 
career interneptions. 
Some other familiar 
names fell by the wayside 
and one, Lydell Mitchell of 
Baltimore Colts, remained in 
limbo when team owner 
Robert Irsay rejected a 
compromise settlement 
reached by the player club 
relations committee in 
Washington that would have 
ended the running back's 
holdout. 
Phi ladelphia droppec 
special teams player Vines 
Papale, who became the 
oldest rookie in NFL history 
when he made the Eagles' 
renter two years ago at the 
age of 30. Buffalo Bills cut 
linebecker Be Cornell; New 
York Giants dropped last 
year's first.string safety Jim 
Stienke and Los Angeles 
Rams waived Art Thorns, a 
defensive lineman on the 
Super Bowl champion 
Oakland Raiders two 
seasons ago. 
mm 
Tenn is  Fever~ 
Highly Contagious in communities all over the 
.. count ry  and the  avai labi l i ty  
Americans are making /~ of quality equipment at av- 
racket over tennis: The num- cessible prices, more and more 
her of tennis players in- people of every age are get- 
creased by a smashing 45 per- ting out on the court.. 
cent between 1973 and 1977, The United States Tennis 
a boom unmatched by any 
other sports activity. 
Association (USTA). a not 
for profit membership organi- 
zat~n, has been supporting 
the growth of tennis &~ a 
sport for everyone: amateurs, 
professionals, children, senior 
citizen s. The USTA maintains 
an education and research 
center that offers a complete 
information service on in- 
struction, films publications, 
recreational tennis activities 
Four golfers--James Duff __ and facility development. For 
of Beauharnois, QKUE., A MEMBER OF THE ONE OUT OF every seven a free list of the' USTA's pub- 
PROVINCIAL TEAM, Ed Americans Nays tennis., addressediicati°ns' sendenvelopea stamped,self-to USTA, 
MacLaine of Doriun, Qne., Tennis was considered to E & R Center, 729 Alexander 
Dernie Starchuk of Dart- he a rirh man's sport, but to- Rd., Princeton, N.J. 08540. 
mouth, N.S.,andKenDoigof d=.:. with e,.,,r*~ .nrinvin~, up
Seaforth, Ont., recorded one. 
under-par 7 Is . .  
Nine other golfers 
managed par. One of those, 
Robert Street of Bolton, Ont., over BriUsh Columbia 214- 
215, while Quebec was got his 72 with the help of an 
another stroke back at 216. esgieonthe Parfice, 511 yard 
Seven golfers wore locked 10th ole. 
one stroke behind the Others grouped with Street 
leaders, including three were three Quedeeers-- 
former amateur champions, Mickey Batten of 
defending titleholder Rod Beauharnois, Gordon Hanna 
Spittle of Niagara Falls, of Ville-de:Lery, and 
Ont., Gary Cowan of Kit- RichardCardinalufLavai,-- 
chener, Ont., and Doug BOx- along Robert Dew Jr. of In- 
burgh of Vancouver. glewood, Ont., Sandy 
Also in ,the..greup at 70 Blllyard of Fonthill, Ont;., 
were twobroth~rsfrgm, East Gi-ahamMaclflty/re./'of;Arm- 
Lansinr, Mich,,' Tom and dale:'N.S., Ter~ H~shii~o~0 
Bob Mase, Craig Dearden of of Winnipeg and David Mick 
Winnipeg and Benoit C of Victoria. 
Vanderberg wins gold 
WEST BERLIN (CP) --  
Helen Vanderburg of 
Calgary took up syn- 
chronized swimming eight 
years ago because she was 
frail. Wednesday, she won 
Canada's first gold medal at 
the world aquatic cham- 
pionships. 
Vanderburg, 19, a physical 
education student at the 
have a good shot at an 
another gold medal Friday 
in the duet final, where they 
have a three-point lead over 
two Japanese girls after the 
figures. 
Vanderburg's family flew 
inTuesday for the final, 
including her sister who also 
swam for the Aquebelles. 
But it was her parents who 
got her started. 
"MKY PARENTS PUT 
NE' IN DEcause they said, 
'she's such a weak girl, 
maybe she'll get stronger'," 
Vanderbarg said. 
"So I went o watch a prac- 
tice and was incited to try 
outhe ncf sear, which I did." 
University of t:-igary, swam 
the best free routine to win 
the synchronized solo 
competition going away. 
Her final score was 187.85, 
compared with 181.50 for 
runner-up Pare Tryon of the 
United States and 179.65 for Rodprs ~. . ,o  unezaki of Japan, 
who took the bronze. 
returns Vanderburg held a com- manding lead after Mon- 
day's compulsory figures 
RODGERS BACK .and added 97.16 points for 
SAN DIEGO lAP) --  her free routine, receiving 
Johnny Redgers, still trying marks ranging, from 9.5 to 
to crank up in the National 9.8. Ten is a perfect score. 
Football League after four Tryon, 20, was almost her 
sensational years with equal at94 points, but had to 
Montreal Alouettes of the content herself with the 
Canadian Football League, silver medal 
makes his 1978 debut "I knew that I could swim 
Saturday at East Ruthererd, up to par or better than the 
N.J. The wide receiver who other girls in the routine, and 
won the Helsman Trophy as the routine as far as content 
a Nebraska back in 1972 was was bettor than any of their 
sidelined moot of his first routines," Vanderburg said. 
season with San Diego "It was made especially 
Chargers last year. A knee for the world championships 
injury kept him from ard with one thing~ in mind-- 
practice this summer, but winning." 
Rodgers ays he will play in t Yanderburg and Michelle 
e Chargers' exhibition game Calkins, 20, her team-mate 
against New York C, iant~ with the Calgary Aquahelles, 
SHREWSBURY, N.J. AP - 
"Cream puffs they ain't," 
reade a p lanned ad- 
vertisement for Larry 
Cohcn's Rent A Wreck car 
rental agency. 
"We're trying to compete 
with other low cost rental 
companies in the same way 
me), are competing with 
Hertz, Avis and the bigger 
name businesses," said 
Cohen of his 18 month old 
business. 
"we're offering good, 
reliable, safe transportation. 
But as far as looks go, there 
are no frills," he said. 
Vanderburg, who trains 
between five and six hours 
dally, did her own 
choreography along with 
coach DebbieMuir. 
For her routine Wed- 




In beth the compulsory 
and free parts of her 
program, the Calgary 'girl 
displayed the delicate blend 
of grace, poise, stamina nd 
co.ordinatiou which is the 
essence of synchronized 
swimming. 
One 40-second part of her 






To teach the principles and maintenance of





The applicant will be required to travel 
throughout he college region. 
qUALIFICATIONS 
Minimum of 5 years experience in both 
mobile and industrial hydraulics. 
Preference will be given to these with 
Heavy Duty, Millwright, or equal cer- 
Ufication. 
TERM OF EMPLOYMENT 
No later than 1978-09-15 to 1979-03-30. 
SALARY 
In accordance with the College Vocational 
scale depending on qualifications and ex- 
perience. 
APPLY  TO 
The Principal 
Northwest Community College 
PO Box 726 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 4A2 
Further information may be obtained from 
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• " * By THE 
Y e~;_'NImlllF~ "~ 
Just 7 of the 17 qualified instructors whowill be at  the Lindstrom, Cy Renney, carmen MalllOUX, Marg 
bowling alley the next few days to teachboth new and Mumford, and Doug Mumford. We'll have more on 
veteran bowlers the fine points of the game. From left th;s in tomorrow's HERALD. 
to right are: Terry Rollier, NelsonRol l ier , ,  Mary 
/ 
Major League Baseball Roundup 
ASSOCIATED kept pace Wlth the Dodgers, 
PRESS beating New York Mets 2-I 
Pitchers Burt Hcoton and when pinchhitter Mare Hill 
Charlie Hough combined to doubled in the winning run in 
i : '  tame Montreal Expos on the ninth inning. Giants 
Wednesday night and lead starter Bob Keepper, 13-9, 
L~ Angeles Dopgers to a 4-2 got the win, working eight in- 
halt game ahead of San the ninth. 
Francisco Giants in the West 
Division of baseball's 
National League. 
Hooton, 14-8, hurled eight 
strong innings before getting 
into trouble in the ninth. 
Hough came on with two on 
and none out, and allowed an 
RBI single by Larry Parrlsh 
before getting his sixth save 
of the season. 
Four Montreal 
figured in the Dodgers' 
'scoring. Los Angeles cored 
two runs in the second off 
Steve R,_o_gers, 13-9, on Rick 
Monday s RBI single and 
errors by centre fielder 
Warren Cromartie and 
shortstop Chris Speier. 
In the sixth, a fielding 
error by second baseman 
Dave Cash and a throwing 
error by right fielder Ellis 
Valentine allowed another 
run to score. 
In other National League 
action, San Diego Padres 
edged Philadelphia Phiilies 
6-5 when Ozzie smith singled 
with two .out in the eighth, 
stolesecond and scored on 
Derrell Thomas's triple. 
Jerry Turner had a three-run 
homer for the Padres in the 
sixth and reliever Roliie 
Fingers, 5-11, got the win. 
e r rors  COMBINE ON SHUTOUT 
Houston's Ken Forsch and 
Joe Sambito combined to 
shut out Chicago on six hits 
as the Astros downed the 
Cubs 3-0 with three unearned 
runs. Forsch, 7-5, ~ picked up 
his first victory as a starter 
in three years, allowing four 
hits in seven innings. 
Dave Parker tripled and 
scoz'ed on Ed Bit's single in 
the 12th inning to give Pitt- 
sburgh Pirates their ninth 
straight victory--a" 4-3 
Braves. 
In the American League, 
Toronto Blue Jays swept a 
pair from Detroit Tigers, 4-3 
and 5-4. Dave McKay's 
single drove in the wiiming 
run in the first game, in 
whieh AI Woods had'& threE- 
run homer for the winners. 
McKay and Otto Velez 
clubbed two-run homers to 
help the Blue Jays ¢ompleto 
the sweep and run their 
winning streak to a club 
record five games.~ 
Ken Kravec hurled a four- 
hitter ' and Claudeli 
Washington's two-run single 
in the eighth broke a 
scoreless tie as Chicago 
White Sou blanked Kansas 
City Royals 3-0. 
Texas Rangers napped a
four-game losing streak as 
rookie pitcher Steve Comer 
threw a six-hitter against 
Minnesota for his first major 
league shutout, a2-6 decision 
over the Twins. 
Sal Bando belted his 15th 
home run of the season to tie 
the score in the sixth and 
scored the go-ahead run in 
Milwlaukee's five.run eighth 
as the Brewers , defeated 
t ~ ~,, 
\ 
i 
Cooper drove in four runs for 
the Brewers. 
In late games, New York 
was at California, Baltimore 
at oakland and Boston at 
Seattle. 
Standings ' 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
F.m t 
W L PCI. GBL 
F~lladelphla 66 57 .S37 --  
C~icago 63 62 .504 4 
Pitlsburgh 62 62 .500 4:/~ 
Montreal 59 67.468 8~,'~ 
St. Louis $3 73 .421 14t/~ 
New York $0 76 .397 17~,~ 
. . . . .  . . . . .  
Lea Angeles 74 52 ,$87 --  
5an Francisco 74 5.1 .583 :,'~ 
Cincinnati 71 SS ..`%3 3 • 
San Diego 67 60 .528 7V~ 
Housto 59 68 .465 15V~ 
Atlanta `% 69 .448 17V~ 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Eml 
W L Pc:. OBL 
Boston 78 46 .629 - -  
N~lweukee 72 53 .$76 6v~ 
New York 70 53 .`%9 7t/~ 
Detroit 69 .% .$52 9v~ 
Baltimore 66 `% ,532 12 
Cleveland $4 71 .432 24v~ 
Toronto 51 76 ,402 28:/~ 
Wast 
Kansas City 68 `% .5d8 --  
California 69 58 .$43 '/~ 
Texas 61 63 .492 7 
Oakland 62 66 .484 8 
Minnesota 56 71 .4dl 13V~ 
Chicago 52 72 .419 16 
Meanwhile, thq Giants decision over Atlanta Cleveland Indians 9-4. Cecil Seattle 48 77 .384 20:/~ 
Ottawa olobbers Hamilton BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
portunities and not having Edwards was the leading 
put a touchdown on the rusher with 44 yards on 15 
beard, Hamilton was very carries. 
much in the game until early Clements completer. 17 of 
in the fourth quarter. 23 passes for 3~.~ffds in the 
Then two key plays turned game dominated by passing, 
the game into a one sided while Holleway went 4-for-4 
contest. Hamilton, trailing, for/a0 yards. Tom Shuman: 
15-8, was faced with thircl/~'vha played all but the finn! 
down and less than a yar~l.hY few minutes of the contest, 
go on Ottawa's 40 yard l i~ ,  was good on eight of 20 for 
But Hamilton head coacl~ 116 yards and two ~ in- 
John Payne decided to punt. terceptions. Jimmy Jones 
The second key play oc- 
curred on a second and nine 
HAMILTON (CP) -- Tom 
Clements threw three touch- 
down passes, two to Tony 
Gabriel, and backup 
quarterback Condredge 
Holloway connected with 
Reds Clarkson for two more 
as Ottawa' Rough Riders 
crushed Hamilton Tiger- 
Cats 36-8 in a Canadian 
Football League game 
Wednesday night. 
The win was the Rough 
Riders' second in as many 
outings over the Ticats-- 
having pasted the Ticats 32-6 
in Ottawa. 
Ottawa's other touchdown 
came on a Clements pass to 
Jeff Avery in the first 
quarter. John Hay converted 
all five touchdowns and 
Gerald Kunyk added asingle 
to round out the Rough 
Riders' scoring. 
Hamilton, which has failed 
to score a touchdown in 
either game against Ot- 
tawa-and has scored ,only 
one TD in its, last ,t i~Ce 
games--got all its points 
from the toe of Nick Jam- 
brosic, who hit on one field 
goal and added five singles. 
Three of those came on 
missed field goals from close 
range. 
The win moved Ottawa 
into sole possession of first 
place in the Eastern Con- 
ference with a 5-1 record, 
while the last-place Ticats 
have only a win and a tie in 
seven starts. 
STILL IN GAME 
Despite having missed 
onseveral scoring op- 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Spaoe Is Reserved 




MEROURY thoatsl YAMAHA 
,ootboard DOLMAR '.:, 
motors) (ohain Saws) ~.. r m ' ' ' 
i 
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8.t 
Dealer Llcence 635-5929 4946 6reig ,umber O~O,A 
Terrace Eleotronio Repairs Ud. 
SERVlUU TERRAUE i KITIMAT 
,@.~, t  SERVICE ON ALL  
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for  
I J@I~ "- Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. • $ p.m. 
4908 Grans m 635-4543 
B A N Q U E T S  : PART IES  
R E C E P T I O N S  
i 
Eagle Disco 
B. POL ICHEK J" Y' PAUL  
PHONE 635-9252 
PHONE •35.5683 
SUZUKI .Motorcycles and 
accessories in stock NOW! 
Tarries Equipment Sales Ltd. 
4441 Lskelse535-6384 




Ready'Mix 63§-39  
OONI)RETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE,  B.C.  
OUSTOM OOlIUIIETE PROB. 




MESIDENTIAL  COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL 
FREE ESTIMATES " 
All Typos of Cleaning 
C A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
All work done to your satisfaction 
R,R. ~ N. Ear. UIM m~iN 
TERRACE, B.C. ,at~,~dl Tel. 635-2453 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS LTB. 
Most Anything -Most Anyt ime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS, 
635 7417 4945 Grsig Avenue m Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CABINL~rs  • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDI : 'OCOUNTERTOPS • 
• K: ooo 
'BRAD REESE ~m~ 
AREA MANAGER ~ABINETS 
869 • 5TH AVENUE am 'ram 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C .  V2L  3KS  (NORTHERN) LTD, 
BUS,  564 .1488 
RES. 562.2261 FREE ESTIMATES 
i 







24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603.0 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VeG IV5 
CHARTER: 
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 1 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped 
Learnto Water Ski st l ld J  
Lakelse Lake. g Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTERS 
Phone 798.2247 
at WsterLily Bay Resort 
l~kav /umd F i re  ~ i o n a n d  
PRI~, A l l  ,N~.t .~t iGAtOR 
463S LAZELLE AVENUE PHONE ~604) 63,5.3863 
TERRACE B C OR ~6041 635 3861 
VSG 3NS 
I I 
Oall us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
situation for the Rough 
Riders. On that occasion. 
Clements appeared as if he 
was going to be hit for a loss, 
but squirmed free and tossed 
to an uncovered Gabriel who 
rambled to the ltamllton 38, 
Four plays later, Clements 
hit Gabriel from the 18 for 
his second touchdown. 
Hamilton sagged visibly 
after the touchdown and 
from that point were not in 
the game. 
Holloway, who replaced 
Clements for the final 10 
minutes, piled up the points 
with the two touchdown 
teases to Clarkson - one a 13 
• yard strike and the other a 
spectacular 73yard pass and 
run play. 
from the 31. 
Then with 44 seconds left in 
the half, Clements. again 
fumbled and Hamilton's 
Mary Allemang recovered 
on the Ottawa 29. Two in- 
complete passes by 
Shaman--who had a very 
poor half, completing three 
of 12 passes--gave Jam- 
brosie a shot from the 34. He 
was wide again and the ball 
went for a single. 
The experience of the 
Rough Riders showed the 
first time they got the ball 
via a turnover. Ken Downing 
intercepted a Shuman pass 
and gave the Rough Riders 
first down on the Hamilton 
22. After losing five yards, 
Clements scrambled down to 
the nine-yard line and on the. 
next play found Jeff Avery in 
the end zone for the opening 
completed the three passes 
he threw for 20 yards. 
Ottawa's 14-4 lead at the 
halt came as a result of the 
Riders' ability to capitalize 
on turnovers, while the 
Ticats were unable to take 
advantage of the op- 
pertunities afforded them. 
Both offences were 
sloppy-- Ottawa committing 
six fumbles and losing three 
of them, while Hamilton touchdown. 
gave up the ball twice on The second Ottawa touch- 
interceptious.. . .... down was set up by a 
Hamilton. was !~id¢ o t - .  Hamilton. : penalty. . One, a. 
tawa's 35.yard line on three second-down-and-five 
occasions. However, the situation from the Hamilton 
Tieats came away with only 
three points as Jambrosic 
was wide on field-goal at- 
tempts from 31, 37 and 34 
yards out. 
SET UP BY FUMBLES 
Two of Jambrosic's at- 
tempts were set. up by 
Hami l ton  recover ing  
Clements fumbles. Gary 
Robinson grabbed the Ot- 
tawa quarterback's first 
fumble on the Ottawa 15 and 
after the Ticats lost two 
yards on two plays, Jam- 
brnsic was unsuccessful 
34, Shuman hit Edwards with 
a pass to the Ticais' 42. But a 
clipping call brought the ball 
back to the 19 and Hamilton 
subsequently was forced to 
punt. 
Ottawa then took the ball 
on its own 39 and nine plays 
later. Clements connected 
with Gabriel on a 20-yard 
touchdown pass. 
Hamilton's other point in 
the first half came on a 
Jambrosic 45-yard single 
which gave th~ Ticats a 
shortlived 1.0 lead. 
IMPRESSIVE STATISTICS 
The Rough Riders 
amassed 502 yards in net 
offence--418 through the 
air--compared with 221 for 
the Ticats. Gabriel hauled in 
five passes for 150 yards as 
the game's top receiver, 
while Hamilton's J immy' 
Eskimos sneak by Bombers 
35. The drive faltered, 
however, and Ruoff put 
Winnipeg on the board with a 
34.yard field goal. 
Larry High baugh 
returned the Bomber kickoff 
after the fieldroal for 30 
yards and Wilkinson took 
three plays, 25 and 35 yard- 
passes to Scott and Germany 
and a short one to MeGowan, 
before finding Smith open in 
the end zone with a 15-yard 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  The edge in tae game Be- 
Edmonton Eskimos ended longed to the team which got 
their 40-year tenancy of used to the slippery turf first. 
Clarke Stadium Wednesday After some unsuccessful 
night by defeating Winnipeg attempts inthe air, Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers 14-8 in a quarterback Ralph Brock 
steady rain before 24,962 opted to grind out his yar- 
fans. dage on the ground, favoring 
• The victory moved Ed- mainly fouryear veteran 
montun into sole possession running back Richard 
of first place in the Canadian Crump. 
Football League's Western Wilkinson was braver and 
Conference with five wins worked George McGowan, 
and a loss. British Columbia Tom Scott and Jim Germany 
Lions are two points back successfully on lung-gain 
with a 3-2-2 record and receptions and also used 
Calgary Stampeders are Germany on the run. 
third at 3-2-1. Edmonton scored in its 
Winnipeg remains fourth first set of downs after Ruoff 
with two wins and four lessee shanked one and ended up on 
and Saskatchewan his feet. A short kick put Ed- 
Roughriders are in the cellar morton on the Winnipeg 44 
with six straight defeats, and Cutler kicked his first 
Edmonton scored the only field goal of the night from 42 
touchdown of the game when yards out. 
quarterback Tom Wilkinson SECOND-QUARTER 
MARCH 
TheEsk imos  began 
another march late in the 
first quarter but came up 
short and Cutler was called 
in to boot a 17.yard field goal 
41 seconds into the second 
quarter. 
Brock finally got his 
footing and hit wide receiver 
Joe Poplawski and Crump 
I for passes of 23 and 28 yards, 
respectively, to put the time 
Bombers on the Edmonton 
passed to Waddell Smith six 
minutes into the second 
quarter. Eskimos kicker 
Dave Cutler converted 
Smith's touchdown, added 
field goals from 42 and 17 
yards and scored a single 
point on a 43-yard fleldgoul 
attempt that went wide. 
RUOFF KICKS POINTS 
All of the Blue Bombers' 
points came off the foot of 
Bernie Ruoff, who kicked 
field goals from 32 and 20 
yards, a single on a 16-yard 
missed field goal and 
another point on a 51.yard 
punt. 
Next Wednesday, the 
Eskimos play their first 
game in the new 42,500-seat 
Commonwealth Stadium, 
about 50 paces north of the 
old 26,000.seat Clarke Sta- 
dium. 
Commonwealth Stadium, 
focal point of this summer's 
Commonwealth Games, has 
a potential seating capacity 
of more than 47,000. The first 
team to visit the Eskimos' 
new home will be B.C. Lions. 
OFL StandJnp 
By THE CANADIAN PI~ESS 
CFL 
Eastern Conference 
WLTF  AP 
~tawa 5 10 162 8S 10 
/~ontreal. a 20 133 106 8 
Toronto 3 3 0 114 156 6 
Hamilton 1 S 1 104 200 3 
Western Conference 
Edmonton S 1 0 18S 91 10 
B,C. 3 2 2 185 145 8 
Calgary S 2 1 145 144 7 
Winnipeg 2 4 o 123 122 4 
~sketchewan 0 6 0 106 206 0 
Wednesday Results 
Otta~e 36 I-~miffon 8 
Edmmtm 1,4 Winnipeg 8 
Sunday Game 
Toronto at $8skatchcwen 
I I * 
paSS. 
Winnipeg looked as though 
it would repeat that per. 
formance, as Brock took the 
Bombers downfield in five 
plays but the drive was 
stopped at the Edmonton 13 
and Ruoff was wide on a 16- 
yard field-goal attempt, 
netting only a single point. " 
Edmonton led 13-4 at the 
half. 
• Cc u ,. 
" I:or LF~! 
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~L.-,~SS I FIE[)'RAT ES 
right to classify ads ~nder 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
rlght to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any adverl"isement 
and to retain ony an~wer~, 
directed to the Herald B~,~ 
Reply Service° andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
SKEENA CE'NTR E 
Skeena District Girl Guides Skeena Centre offers to the ; 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 TEACHING VA'CANCI ES 
TERRArF SCHOOL DISTRICT 
would like to announce the . Senior Citizens of the ~ No.U(terrace) 
opening of a Land Ranger Terrace and Thornhlll area' APPLIL ,  IN~G~.E ' 
LOCAL ONLY:. Company In the Thornhill the following services - INVITED FOR Applications are Invited for 
20 words or less $2.00 per area. GirlsbetwL, entheages .. Activity •Centre for hen- FOLLOWING EN ,.the following vacancies with 
insertion, over 20 words 5 of 14 and 18 who are in. dlcrafts THE DUTIES FOR EACH":" duties to  commence Im. 
cents per word. terested please call 635-3061 . Day Care for working OF THESE POSITION, ' mediately. 
3 or more consecutive in- or 630.1269 (cff) 
"sertions $1.50.per Insertion. people WILL COMMENCE IM. 
' Skeena Valley Fall Fair will . Drop-In for companionship MEDIATELY UPON AP. 
REFUNDS: be sponsoring a bus trip for " & coffee, POINTMENT. ' 
First Insertion charged ior those people wishing to at- Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
whether run or not. tend the Smithers BuIkley Transportation .available. 1) TERRACE.THORNHILL 
Absolutely no refunds after Valley Fall Fair. Contact Skeenavlew Lodge HOME-SCHOOL COOR- 
Box replies on "HoldS' ad has been set. The bus will leave the front 635.2265 DINATOR. 
instructlens not picked up CORRECTIONS: ef the Terrace Hotel at 7:30 Terrace Five Pin Bowling Located In a Jr. Secondary, 
a.m. on Aug. 26th & return Association Annual Fall the Home:School Ceor- 
wlthlnl0daysofexpiryofan Must be made befere 2nd from Smlthers fairgrounds Meeting, Sunday Sunday dlnator will work closely 
September 10, E lks  Hall, with counselling depart- 
ments to provide quldance 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
• All claims "of errors in 
advertisements must be  
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by. the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
thet~..the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error, 
appearing In:" the' ad. 
vertlsement os published 
shall I~e limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only One in.' 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in., 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertislng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
'or place of origin, or because 
'l~is age Is between 44 and 65 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: ' 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSI FIE,I~ DISPLAY: 




22 con{s per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
44. ROOM & 
.BOARD 
DEADLINE 
at 6 p.m. Aug. 26th. 
Price - $12.00 return 
$8.00 return- special rate for 
senior citizens 
Non.refundable tlckets. 
For more information and-or 
tickets please phone 635.2494 
or 635.7019. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 






Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Skeerm Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
DISPLAY: the services offered locally 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to. by your Health •Unit Staff: 
publication day. ' CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
CLASSIFIED: . Held weekly at the Health 
i:00 p.m. day. prior to Unit every Tuesday from 
publication day. 1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
ALL CLASSII~IED CASH • Held at Thornhlll 
WITH ORDER other than Recreation Centre on the 
8-00 p.m. :. and academic support, plus 
The Family Violence encourage and assist' in  
extra curricular activities• 
Commltteewillbeholdlngan for Native Indian students. 
important General Meeting Some work in Terrace-' 
at The Kermode Friendship Thornhl l l  E lementary 
Centre, on Wednesday schools may also be 
September 6th, at 7:30 p.m. required. 
Qualifications. Ideally, the 
successful applicant wil l  
have the following 
qualifications: 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. a) Understanding of and 
sympathy for the adjustment 
Electrical and Refrlgerotlon problems of Indian students. 
¢ontrad. " ~  b) Ability to communicate 
'House wiring, with the parents of Native 
635.5876 students. 
~¢tf) c) Interest and skills In 
• recreation and teen 
RUPERT STEEL & leadership. 
SALVAGE LTD. d) Ability to work closely 
We buy copper, brass all with public schools. 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove . 2) LIBRARY AiDE 
Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. POSITIONS. 
Pllone624-5639 a) E.T. Kenney Primary 
THE HOBBY HUT School - four hours.day 
Ceramic supplies and b) *Copper Mountain 
Greenware, air brushing Elementary School - four 
available - custom firing, hours - day 
3936 McNeil St. A i D E 
635.9393 3) TEACHER 
'. • POSITIONS 
a) Parkside Primary School 
GEMINI EXCAVATING . This is a full-time position 
LTD. for a person to work in a 
47, HOMES 
FOR RENT 
BUSINESSES WITH AN fourth Friday of every 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. month from 1:30- 3:30 p.m. 
(Wes Andrews) special class 
Backhoe Work physically 
1. ITINERANT TEACHER 
OF HEARING IMPARED 
Duties: to provide direct 
instruction In auditory skills, 
signing, speech reading, 
speech and language skills to 
pre.schoel and school age 
deaf and hearing impaired 
children. To provide teacher 
and parent consultation and 
to provide liaison with Public 
Healt h Audiologist. 
Qualifications: Graduate 
Hwy No. 16 East & Kirkaldy 
Rd. 
Hundreds of misc• items. 
Plus new merchandise up to 
50 per cent off, also school 
GARAGE SALE 
.~1 AM to 5 PM 
t. Aug. 26 
3 bedrooms, wall to wall . 
carpeting, carport and close 
to school. $26,500.00. Phone 
635.4334. (p5.19) 
Bus & Trucks for sale. Phone 
635.7824. (p3-18) 
For Sale 4 - 13" ET Mags, 
and fires. Like new. Phone 
635.5038 ask for Nash after 5. 
(i)3-18) 
Wanted to buy, used fridge~ 
Avocado preferred. Phone 
635.7579 after 6. (c3-18) 
For Sale, Piano - Mason & 
Resch $800, Truck canopy 6' 
x 8', $250. Factory made, 
degree or diploma in large money safe. $400, 
teaching deaf and hearing, complete set harness $400. 
• Impaired. Person with All Good Condition. Phone 
successful primary teaching 635.2997 after 6 p.m• (p3-18) 
4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM•Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
For Sale, all steel beat and 
trailer with 75 H.P. motor to 
view at 3857 Dobbie St. 
Phone 635-3101. (p5.18) 
wanted room and board forj 
student, Age 15, good| 
family home preterred.J 
Phone 638-1546. (p3.18) I 
experience and training in 
the teaching of language arts 
preferred. 
2 .  IT INERANT 
ELEMENTARY SUP- 
PORTING TEACHER 
Duties: with the aid of a 
child care worker, to teach 
and.or support the teaching 
• of emotionally, behaviorally 
disturbed students aged 10-15 
years in the Terrace- 
Thornhill area. 
Qualifications: Ideally, the 
successful applicant will 
possess the following: 
I) training and-or teaching 
experience at the in- 
termediate level 
il) ability to communicate 
effectively 
Ill) interest in. developing . 
counsel!ing skills 
iv) professional ap- 
poarance and attitude 
Please submit applications 
with a and supporting documents 
handicapped ' promptly to: 
Trade your house or mobile 
for a house Irt sunny Pen- 
ticton, 1 yr old house, stucco, 
1188 sq ft, carpeted, on 2 
floors, 2 fireplaces, 2 utility 
Four bedroom, near new 
house, w-w carpeting, large 
lot located on-a quiet street 
In Terrace. For information 
call Prince George 962.6662. 
(c4-18) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to lent Or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (ctf) 
I I 
. Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further In- 
formation DIAL 635-7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 
Home For Sale: 
One year old thr.ee 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cabinets, w to w carpets, 
~vlth part ial ly finished 
basement. Fully land- 
scaped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635.7367.. 
For Sale by owner In town, 
years, unless the condition Is Please phone for an ap- Hourly&Contract child, hookups, and 1 bedroom In side.by.side duplex.• Each 
no t n . . . .  635.3479anytime ' ' Mr M Beresma ' ~ law suite. 3 blocks to lake. has 2 bedrooms upstairs, 2 
justified by a bone fide Service charge of S$.0O on all ~_ln me t. "*'12' ' T ' " = Phone 635.4380 ask : ~ ~J  ~ . . . . .  .... b) Terrace area school ,-~ o D rector of Instruction " ' " 1 for Dal bedrooms downsta,irs, 1V2 req ulrement~f°r~'dhe~w°rk' N:S,F, cheqUeS ~. . . . .  , Babysitters who bring..~ . . . . . .  , ~, .... ~ ,,' ' ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~. ~' .... ~'~ 
It:hi (dren must have pareNs..... .~ . . ,  . . . .  ~, , ,~,  work~on~an hou¢ly'basls:in a ,;,Schooi Ol'strlct;-No.;:::88 ';~ tc5-2 ) . . ;: , , . .  baths 'and carpor½;. ~;l~ne.. 
• n~q~D~h~G DESCRIP- Written consent for im .~';:~ : ~;r~GOLDENRULE.. regular classr()om';tO'aid a" .'(~er;"~c~j :~' ''~ ; ~;'"~ ...... :~,w-.~. n~,~; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  635-52337(1~3'-18) ~;" " . . . . .  
. Oddjobsmrthelooless. deaf teenage boy. The Box 460, Terrace, B.C. VnG . . . . . . . .  TIONS: munlzatlon. Large old fashioned roomy Wanted, a 2,3, or 4 bedroom '
No charge provided news ADULT CLINICS Phone635.4535• 3238 Kalum successful applicant must 4Bt four bedroom farm house on house .nt beginning sep. Sterling Publishers Ltd. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 daysa week 





Effective October I, 
197"/ 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 





Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, 'the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge ; Rummage Sale - 
August 26th, 10 am to 2 pm 
Fall Bazaar November 4th 
Both in Elks Hail 
Registration for this  
season's Terrace Figure 
Skating Club will be held 
Tuesday, September 5from 4 
- 6 p,m. and Saturday, 
September 9 from 1 - 4 p.m. 
at the Terrace arena senior 
citizens room. The club Is 
open to both boys and girls 
and there are no age limits. 
This year's club pros will be 
Brenda Solly and Jeanne 
At:her. 
Weight W~--¢Sora mlmtln~' 
hetdevery Tueedayot7 p~n. 
M tho Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Llzolla Avemm. 
submlfledwithinone month. These are held at the Health • know or be willing to learn 
$5.00 production charge for Unit on Monday, Wed- DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP sign language and must be 
wedding and.orengagement nesday, and Friday f rom Reconditioned bikes and willing to arrage flexible 
pictures. News of weddings 3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap. repairs, hours of work. 
(write-ups) received one pelntment only. 
month or more after event PRENATAL CLASSES • 
$10.00 charge, with or Classes are held throughout 
without picture. Subject to the year at Intervals for 
condensatlon. Payable In expectant parents. Phone 
advance, the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
CLASS IF IED AN-  from their fatally doct(". 
NOUNCEMENTS: Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
Births 5.50 For4yearoldchildren. Held 
Engagements 5.50 on third Monday of every 
Marriages 5.50 month. Developmental, 
Deaths 5.50 vision, hearing screening 
Funerals 5.50 done. Please phone fer 
Cardsof Thanks 5.50 appointment. - 
MemorlalNotices 5.50 PRENATAL BREATHING 
&RELAXING EXERCISES 
PHONE'635;6357 Held every Monday at. 
Classified Advertising Dept. ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
• V.D. "CL IN IC  
~ H e l d  every Monday at 3:30 
WANTED DONATIONS or by appointment. 
The Three Rivers Workshop SANITATION 
for the Handicapped are The public health Inspectors 
looking for donations of any are now situated in Eby 
old, broken or used pieces of Street. They will be pleased 
furniture, alsoany discarded to assist with any sanitation 
wood products we could use problems. 
for recycling or renovating. Speech and Hearing clinic 
Call us at 635.2238 between Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
8a.m.and3 p.m., we will try Hearing tests will be done by 
to make arrangements for by referral from faml!y 
doctor or community health 
pickup. 
I 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
e In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635:3023. 
Reprints of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
now available through our 
office. 5x7 prlntsare S4each 
and 8x10 prints are S& 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order Is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Information*drop Into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 484. 
Is your son Interested In 
Scouts. If ~o the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
roglstratlon for September. 
nurse. 638-1155~ _ .. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5.136 
Janna at 635-4503 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office ot No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vecetlonal and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant, 
A Heather.Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the In. 
Max number will be 24. If terest of promoting Scottish 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop, cultural Interest and events. 
at 635-3553. Fees will be Interested persons should 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In. contact Eleanor Halley at 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please call.__. . . . . .  
Rape Roller 
AbOrtion Councelllng 
'& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-11388 







1931 Queensway Dr• PLEASE SUBMIT COM- 
"" PLETED APPLICATIONS 
CONCRETE SEPTIC ON OR BEFORE AUGUST 
TANKS PRE-KAST 31, 1970 to: 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System Mr. M. Bergsma, 
Spa clallsts Director of Instruction, 
"Insist on the Best" Box 460, 
PHONE 635-3939 Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING Phone 635.4931 
APPRAI.~ERS 
are required by the B.C. 
2 dogs, a large grey mix Assessment Authority for its 
male and a medium golden Northwest Area Assessment 
brown female. Reward for' Office located In Terrace. 
return. Phone 638.1490. (p4- Duties Include: under 
minimal supervislen, per- 
18) forming moderately com- 
plex residential, commercial 
Lost: In the 3300 Kenny and light industrial ap- 
Area, a black male part - pralsals; abil ity to co- 
persian cat, with light grey ordinate and be responsible 
underfur, wearing a brown for specific mass appra!sal 
leather i:ollar. Please call projects; preparatlon of land 
638.8425. (p3.19) va luat ion  schedules;  
researching, developing and 
maintaining current price" 
costlngs as a supplement o 
existing cost valuation 
Experienced dicta.typist manuals; field work and 
required immediately by travel as required; other 
Federa l ,  Bus iness  related duties as assigned. 
Development Bank. Shor- Applicants wil l  possess 
1hand desirable but not a secondary  schoo l  
necessity. Excellent staff graduat ion;  successful 
benefits. Salary corn- completion of appraisal 
men su ra te  w i t  h courses 1 and 2 leading to 
qualifications and ex- accreditation (A.A.C.I. or 
perlence. For applications R.I.(B.C.)) Diploma or 
telephone Mr. Cousins at 635- equivalent; a minimum of 
4951. (c3-18) 2v~ years appraisal ex- 
perience preferably sup- 
A qualified pre.School plemented by technical 
teacher is required for the courses relating to building 
. Terrace.Child Development trades • or University 
Centre. The applicant will education in related fields; 
work as an aid under the ablllty to meet, dealtactfully 
direction ot the pre.school and communicate at- 
supervisor, with the tlculately with the general 
possibility of assuming the public; clear and valid 
• superv isors  pos i t ion ,  driver's Ilcence. A lesser 
Preference will be given to qualified applicant may be 
applicants with a appointed at an entry level 
background In special needs appraisol position with 
children • psychology or correspondlngsalsry,~ 
related field. Please submit Monthly Salary: $1,~./3 • 
resumes to the Executive $1786.90 
Director of'the Terrace Child Competition No. 78 "1~,:i . 
Closing Date: August ~78 
Development Centre. 2510 S. Application forms 
Eby, Terrace, B.C. (c5.20) obtained from the various 
assessment offices located 
Needed, Avon represen, throughout the province. 
Please direct completed 
tatlves in the following application forms to: 
areas: Director. Personnel 
North Kalum, Graham Ave, 
Golf Course, Krumm Road, B.C. Assessment Authority 
Hospital, 4700 Block Davis, 1537 Hillside Avenue 




Wanted  respons ib le  
caretaker with mobile home 
to operate a mobile home 
park in Terrace.• Free space 
rent & commission. Contact 
"F.L. Janauer 638.8233 after 7 
p.m. (p10.5) 
Babysitter wanted for month 
of Sept., 18 month old glrl. 
$10.00 per day 8:30-4:00. NO 
SMOKERS PLEASE. Phone 
638-152.0. (p3-18)' 
Wanted chambermaid plus 
other duties. Steady part- 
time, leading to full-time. 
Starting $4.00 per hr. Only 
mature,  conclencous, 
reliable person with ex- 
perience & ref. need apply. 
Write 'Box 1182, Terrace 
Herald 
Honda Mini.Bike, $250.00, Set 
of bucket seats, $40.00, 5 rims 
14" .for dodge with hub caps 
$50.00 Phone 635.9589. (p5-20) 
For Sale four man rubber 
raft, $75.00 and recreation 
room chairs, $8.50 ea. Phone 
635.3854 after six. (p3.19) 
Assorted apples for Sale. 
Inquiries at 4915 McDeek, or 
phone 635.2748. (p3.19) 
Just arrived at Queanswqy 
Trading, Fresh Salmon roe, 
while it lasts. (c6-18) 
Excellent hay for sale from 
storage. Price reasonable. 
Phone 845-7707 Houston. 
(c10•19) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
Wanted . 175 motor for 
Kawasakl motor bike. Phone 
635-3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (stf) 
For  Sale, I~ed chesterfield, 
rug, table, dresser, stereo. 
Phone 635.4518. (p3.18) 
6 piece drumset, Remo 
Sound Master In new colt. 
dltlon. Asking 5300.00. 
Gemtop Canopy 8' x 36". 
Asking $250.00. Phone 635. 
7448. (p3 18) 
one acre of land close to 
schools and downtown. 
Available Sept. 1st at 4820 
Lazelle Ave. Phone Skeena 
Estates - 635-2577 to view. 
(p2.18} 
Now Renting -.2 bedroom 
furnished unit at 3936 
Mountainview Ave.- phone 
Skeena Estates at 635.2577 to 
view. (p2.18) 
For Rent Sept. 1, one 
bedroom apt., frldge and 
stove, no pets. 4344 Queen. 
sway. Phone 635.2435 for 
appointment to view. (c2.18) 
2 bedroom duplex suite in 
town. Frldge and stove. 635. 
5464. (p3.17) 
WE NEED YOU 
Lalhe. Engine and Turre~ 
• Operators ~.124~our 
N~llJng A/~chine. Operators 
$9.12.hour 
Radial Drill Operators 
SS.99•hour 
Able to set up and operate. 
Location: . Surrey, B.C. 
10 minutes from U.S. border 
15 minutes from New Westminster 
30 minutes from Vancouver 
Ample housing for rent or ixrd~ase: 
At Gearmatic we produce fine 
quality ind,'trial wi .nches 
(~ Ics I  and hyaraullcl 
in a good working environr~t. 
Take this opportunity o~OrK 
~th an ambitious team and 
enjoy the advantages ofrural 
riving. 
Call US now .- or oontad your 
local Canada ~ Center 
for more information 
S~nlly, B.C, V3T 4X4 
or Oct. ~,9-1155 days, 638- 
1395 afte: 6 p.m. (c3-18) 
Small. heated garage for 
winter months, or 1 or 2 
bdrm house with garage. 
Phone 635.5363 from 8.5 and 
635.9636 after 5. (p3.18) 
Responsible female requires 
small house, mac;he trailer 
In quiet Terrace area or 
within dr iv ing  distance. 
Country setting preferred. 
Pets must be allowed. Call 
635.6511 Monday- Friday and 
leave message for Judy in 
B.T.S.D. (p3.18) 
Northwest Community 
College will be needing 
part-time instructors to 
teach night courses In the 
following areas: 
Basic Welding 
Automotive lectrical tune- 
up 






Interested persons are 
invited to apply to Mr. R.P. 
Kilhorn at 5331 McConnell 
Avenue or phen~ 635.6511 
for information. 
(c.4,10,11,17, t 8,24,25) 
I I  I 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
=li t' x 36" 
III 
I= ,h,,. only- 3875 
Suitable for roofing 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
•J 
hB1 8, THE HERALD, Tursday; August '24, 1978 
1972 Cadillac Fleetwood 
Brougham loaded with most 
options. 67,000 miles, new 
fires, nlee shape. $,1800. 638. 
Wanted to Rent. Respenslble 84i3. (p3-10) 
couple urgently requires 2 
bedroom accomodation. FOR SALE 
References available. Phone •IMMEDIATELY ! ! I 
/~gela at 635.6585. 8:30 - 
4:30, 635.64,17 after 6 p.m. 1975 Datsun pickup In ex- 
(ctf) cellent condition, 2000 
Engine, WlneheKjO canopy, 
Two responsible working newwinter snow tires, r~dio, 
girls need accommodetlon 8-track, 21,000 miles. Best 
for Sap. I. Phone 638.8168 Offer. 
Days or 635.6946 evenings. Askfor Carol. 635.9101 Week- 
(I)3-17) days, 9-5. 638.0255 after 6 & 
WANTED 3 or more 
bedroom house to rent for 1 
year with option to buy after 
that. Phone 638-1455 for more 
Information. (p1.17) 
Responsible Professional 
Engineer requires house or 
duplex to rent September 1. 
Non.Drinker, Non.Smoker. 
Phone Mr. Moore at 635.6256 
days, or 635.5713 evenings. 
References if req'd. (p3.19) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
weekends. (p4.18) 
Open for Selvlge Bids 
1 - 1974 Dodge Dart at 
Riverside Auto Wrecking. 
1 - 1976 Chevr'61et Custom 
Delux, 4 wheel drive, Heavy 
Duty Camper Special with 
canopy at Nugont Body & 
Paint Works, Kalum Lake 
Road. 
1 - 1970 Ford Pick-up 
All bids areto be written and 
submitted to: 





1977 Chev Mallbu Classlc. 
In choice location on Lazelle Like new conditlon. Phone 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 635-7083 after 5 p.m. (p5.19) 
B.C, 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1970. (elf) 
Choice Property For sale 
lust under 1 acre corner 
roperty with paved stree~ 
front. 
Four rental units with new 
plumbing & hot water 
lanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two big 
~rdens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
.Room for expansion on 
|corner very reasonable for 
Icash some terms possible. 
ISome lumber & many 
|extras mostly all fur- 
Inlshed. 
• | Appl;/: R.A. Clark - 635. 
13198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
1.S acres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asking $11,900. Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (p20.17) 
1976 Nova 350. Phone 635- 
3080. (p3-17) ' 
1974 Datsun 710, 4 spd. 5 
summer & 5 winter radials. 
Radio, tape deck, good 
condition. Best Offer. 635. 
3884. (p5-19) 
1974 Ford V~ ton 360 
automatic with radial fires 
electric Ignition. Phone 635- 
9580 after 4. (p10.17) 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 
bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway Trailers. Units 
complete with blocking, fuel 
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. Hut- 
chlngs Box 727, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 636-2660. (p20-1s) 
1974 Ambassador trailer 3 
bedroom, lt/~ baths, joey 
shack, surldeck, set-up, and 
skirted at Timberland 
Trailer Court no. 22. Phone 
• 635.5971. (p10-19) 
end fenced In, Close to 
vocational school, within 
municipality. Phone 635- 
5233. (p3-18) 
i, t ":-. .".'=' ~, , ,~,i;:i . .... For Sale I/e acre.land, n¢1~y ~" I ~50.2  bodroom iral'ler for 
treed aPKI' cleared, goodRMt~'~e: Set.u~p: i:n'~Paller court. 
Large Ioey shack. For quick 
sale $2,550 or highest offer. 
Phone 635-5582. (c5.13) 
For Sale: 1976 McGinnis 
12x68 Trailer wlth.gx16 Joey 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
hdrms & will sell furnished 
For Sale. Coffee Truck or unfurnished. Phone 635. 
Business. Est. 5t/~ years. 9750 or view at n 0. .lg 5016 
Good potential. Phone 635- Park Ave. 
after 4 D.m. (n I0-$5) 
For Sale: 1972 Ford Ran- 
chwagon, PS, PB, V0, auto. 
Good condition. 36,000 miles. 
Asking $1,000.00 Phone 630- 
1455 
-1974 Ford t/~ tonplckup 360 
motor auto, Radial fires, 
electronic Ignition. Phone 
635.9~0 after 4 (c4.9) 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as  $i00.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Leaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 
mileage. Very clean con- 
dltlon. Call 635.6391 liter 6, 
799.2~7, ask for Bob. 
1976 Grand Prix SJ. Good 
condition, air conditioning,. 
PS, PB, 455 cu. In. etc. 
Serious offers only. Phone 
638.1604. (p10.23) 
'73 :Truck, 6' camper with 
lacks, end Insulated canopy, 
V=ton P. Up, PB PS, $2700 or 
best offer. 635.9448 
For Sale, 1976 Datsun B210, 
44,000 miles - $2200 635.4516. 
(p3.1e) 
1975 International Scout II 4 
x 4. $3,950 or best offer. 
Phone 635-2507 or view 4833 
Lazelle. (p3.18) 
For Sale, '72 MGB. Runs 
Good $1000. Phone 635.7410. 
(p3.18) 
1974 Mazda P.U. Excellent 
condition, Air shocks, bucket 
seats, sliding rear window. 
$1800. Phone 635.7607 after 5. 
(c5.20) 
1976 Venture 4 Door Sedln. 
PS. PB., Automatic tran- 
smls'slen, Cruise ~:onirol, $ 
track and radio comblnatlen. 
$ summer Ind 2 winter fires 
mounted on rims. 27000 
miles. Asking $5000.00 or 
BEST OFFER. Can be 
viewed at 3961 Walker Street 
Phone 635.5586 after six 
during weekdays. (p5.20) 
For Sble 1978 Dodge Van less 
than, 4,000 km, super price, 
Phene 63S.676i. (p10-16) 
?hone collect 591-510 
(ctf 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase-$9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 




To Your Location 
• r- ,,= • / lalm ¢~m Im~l~ ¢*~*d~ 
Household Realty ilnvitationteTond,r r..For~r dataib an the' l iEAD,LIFEGUARD-g,25 
MIIowIng lobs ar l  to be hour. Stewart. Must have SECOND MORTGAGES , Sealed Tenders, marke¢ 
No bonuses Vehicle Exhaust System 1866 obtained by '¢'alllng the bronze medal, must have 
No brokerage fees for Ministry of Highways, Terrace offlce of the Ceeadl national ]ffe saving award or 
Mezladin Lake, B.C. will be Employment Centre i t  i~ -  equivalent. 
No finder's fees received upto3:00 p;m. local 7134. 
FAST SERVICE time the 7th day of  Sep- " 
tember~ 1978, and those Vecatkmal Inalructer - 1.727 
Come on in or call the nearest available at that time will be . 2,239 me. To instruct 
office of Household Finance opened In public at British students a II theory & repair 
Ask for Mortgage Services Columbia • Buildings Car. of  diesel ea~lnea S mentim 
4608 Lakelse Avenue paration, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
TERRACE Terra~B.C.  V6G 1K7. " appointment Terrace. ' 
635-7207 . " ' 
Tend~'ing documents may ' ' 
be oUtained at the above DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
,~ddr'est, dsfter 9:00 a.m. on -  13 .3O"  $4.00 per hour, 
thei~4f6':~lay of August 197g. D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, 
'For Sale. 1976 Starcrafl tent ' '""."~ ii~ ' ' . prefer experienced. 
~e~d~$ must be filed on the 
trailer: with stove, frldge, ~or~s ~r. ovided, in '.sealed, Waiter-Wlitresa'" t3.00 hr. 
furnace and canopy. Like 
new condition. Phone 635- clearly marked envelopes. Terrace. Must be mature 
3241. The lowest or any Tender and responsible. 
will not necessarily be ac- BOOKKEEPING IN- 
cepted. STRUCTOR - 19.00 hour. 
c2-18) Terrace. Must be thoroughly 
' I conversant with all aspects 
~ ! ! l  of b0ckkeeping & able to 
• work independently - -  
oommunicate. 
Invitation toTendler i COCTAIL WAITRESS- 13.55 
;ealed Tenders, marked per hour., Terrace. Pert- 
Vehicle Exhaust System 1885 time; shift work. Experience 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (sift 
Dtv0rcel $100. plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer for Ministry of Highways, not ~leocssaw 
supervised divorce over the Dease Lake, B.C. will be 
phone fastl Call Self- receivedupto3:0Op.m.local 
Counsel Services toll free time the 7th day of Sep. Stenographer - $600 - $800 
112.800-663-3007. Chargex tember t970, and ti.,ose DOE.. Terrace. Legal ex- 
endMasterchargeaccepted, availableatthattimewlllbe p r ience  pre ferPed .  
(4.13) opened In public at British Minimum 2 years office, 50 
Columbia Buildings Cot  w.mp. typing & dictaphone. 
poration, 4027 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7. SCALER - Union. Terrace. 
Permanent, full-time. Must 
Tenderlng documents maY be fully experienced. Prefer 
Noticeel be obtained at the above coast license. 
Applicalionfor address after 9:00 a.m. on 
Changeof Name the 24th day of August 1978. Instructors - 19.00 hour. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
NOTICE Ishereby glven that Tenders must be filed On the s.~c,~J,c top!~ !~m~:~ 
' :~oale~ s tlnCluae namyman/ an application will be made forms provld.ed;. In ' Crafts, Academic, 
to ' the Director of Vital " Vocational, General interest clearly marKeo envempe 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to the The lowest or any Tender and self help. 
provisions of th.e "Chang(~ of will not necessarily be ac- TEACHER - Negotiable. 
Name Act," by. me:- ale cepted. Terrace-]skut. Grade 6 & 7. 
Norman Stokkeland of Box (c2.t8) Transportation included in 
No. 726 McConnel Street in I j ~ ,  ~ / salarY. I Years probation 
Terrace, in the Province of 
British Co!umbla, as Teacher el Hearing- Im- 
follows:- s~, paired. Neg. Terrace. Must 
To change my name from / I~-~t-a'6ol~ to-'re -c~m~ he B.C. Certified. 
Ola Norman Stokkeland to nder/ Reiistered Nurse - $1124 
Norman Ola Barass0 Sealed Tenders, marked month. Terrace. Care of 
Signed Vehicle Exhaust System 1914 patients in ICU maintenance 
Norm Barasso for Ministry of Hlghweys, of equipment. R~pomdb]e 
(c1-17) Atlin, B.C. will be received to head nurse. Shift work 8 
upto3:0Op.m, lecal time the percent VP. Room and 
7th day of .September 19~, ".oard prgvided at scat. 
and tho~e.available at t a~ t E ']'OR ' "" : ' "  . . . . . . .  ' "n u 1 a~'TELEPHONE OP RA - • me will De opeReo i p mt¢~ ,. ', • I. _ . . . .  _ . . ~ . .  25 her hour Terrace Shift 
For Sale; Reg. ~/4 Arabian at BrlllSn ~.ommola 13, ._ . • 
Mare, Green broke, gentle Buildings Corporation, 4827 work. Some typing 
disposition. Offers con- Kelth Ave., Terrace, B.C. preferred; he able to record 
sidered. Phone 635-7448. (p3- VgG 1K7. messages accurately. 
Head Cook - $1,100 - $1,300 
18) Tendering documents may per month. Terrace. Must 
For Sale, ! Hereford Bull, 1 be obtained at the above be experienced. Days and 
Angus cross cow and 3 geese, address after 9:00 a.m. on hours vary. 
Phone 635-2384. (p5-20) the 24th day of August 1978. COCKTAIL WAITRESS - 
For Sale ~/4 Registered Arab Tenders must be filed on the D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, 
Oro= wo l By EugeneSl #  
ACROSS 19 Japa~ 57 Chineae 8 River i .  
1 Regrets fo~l f~  pagodas  .. ~ram~e 
5 June bug 41 Austen 58 French 9 Greek 
8 Dutch river novel season 10 Temdssta~ 
12 German 43 A globe 19 Desserts " 11 Impudent 
river 48 Hall and DOWN talk (coUoq,) 
fa~ewel) 1quantity d lg Miner's 
50 Dedgner paper quest 
Casd~ 1 Ann bone 19 Poker stake 
Sl Upward 3 Abba -- ZZ Ave et - 
moving ~ Time unit ~ Soft copal 
r4 Ancient 5 Press for ~S Harem room 
Gp ¢le of = era  
aul , 6 California 11 Sole~mcurSe 
Square of fort ~ Esau 
tuff ? Coin of 31 Consteltatim 
Bog Morocco 32 Child's toy 
Average solution time: 26 rain. ~ Arabian dddtaln 
;b~l$1~lE IC  1A~lT IS i  38 Dell item 
~iE~IP~W~BBE~AIT J  40 Shield (fig.) 
~IRII I L iT~NiA IN ID IY !  
~I IM I N I lV lP~SIT i  ~ Fairy queen 
~'[OINISI I IDIEIRIEIDI 4~ ClasMfy 
41OIP[EIDIOICIA1 1 IDIA] 44 Entreaty 
k lL IE IS IC  U T iA~/ I  liD] ~conff6rt 
~l 1 IN ICDIS IA I~ IEmEI  47 Of the ear 
~ 48Engage 
49 T6p pilots 
~I~ITIEINIEIE m~TIE. D! ,~ NegaUve 
I ' IA IS IS IT I  I IS i L~L~RI  padiele 
7-12 ~ American 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle, humorist 
I I  
I I  
I1  
:- -..~: ,,, ~=.  
~- ,~,  . ' , ' , , .  
I i  
l i i  
~ ~:~ "~'< 
I I  
I I l  
l i l  
i 
13 Swiss cantm 
TYPING INSTRUCTOR • 14 Handle 
19.o0 hr. Terrace. Must he 
fully able to teach typing at 15 Crusldng 
level of basle typing, in- snake 
termediate or advance. 17 Stadium 
.cheers 
CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - 18 Lord's 
19.00 hr. Terrace. To teach a 
elericol "re~reaher" course. 
Must have therongh 
knowledge of clerical field. 
Journll Clerk Cashier - 16'/5 
mo, Negotaible, Terrace. 
Must have 40-4S typing 
prefer finaneiul background. 
STORE CLERK - $4.00 per 
hour. Terrace. Temporary 
position; could work into 
full.time. Stocking shelves, 
cashier t i~ing store. 
Biker - g/.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
• crience, 
DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
- $3,50-$4.00 D.O.E. Terrace. 
Night shift. Prefer ex- 
perience. 
COOK SEA FOODS 
Negot iab le ,  $1,200.00. 
Terrace, Must be fully ex- 
perienced. Evening shifts. 
P lumber -  Union Rate. 
Terrace..  Must be Jour- 
neyman & have residential- 
commercial experience. 
SECRETARY - STENO - 
D.O.E. Terrace. Must have 
2-3 years minimum office 
related business experience. 
50 wpm minimum, high 
degree of accuracy, die. 
~phone or shorthand. 
WAITER or WAITRESS - 
$4.58 per hour. Terrace. 
Permanent full-time. Must 
be 19 years of age. Must he 
experienced and have a neat 
appearance. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Cook - 4.00 Hr. Terrace. Shift 
work. Experienced in 
complete meals & short 
order & banquets. • 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
Union. Terrace. Must he 
jo~neyman or equivalent 
~r ience : r ,  " . . . . . . . . .  
First Aid Attendent- 8.81 I.IL 
Terrace. B ticket or better. 
Camp job, Free B & R. 
Bead Cook - $~.00 per hour. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must ' he fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 






24 gaul's uncle 
25 Toward the 
month 








37 Office note 
38 Break 
suddenly 








Let me reassure you there is 
a place for juice in a baby's 
diet. Gerber strained juices 
are an important source of 
vitamin C and are naturally 
sweet. After the child is 6 to 
8 weeks old, juices tony be 
fed from , bottle or trnin- 
ing cup. itememb,,r that 
your child should Im in an up- 
riKht position wht~n eaLing or 
drlnitintL 
A group of 35 demen- 
stra,!ors, say!n8 that Royer 
Mare. 5 years old. Excellent forms provided, in sealed, prefer experienced. CLAIMS STENOGRAPHER is chicken for not ac- 
pleasure horse. Good clearly marked envelopes. BABYSITTING YACAN- " $1,014.36 per month. Must eepting invitations to discuss 
CIES- Interested applicants have Gr. 12, must have 60 theeity'suseoffederai gr nt 
disposition. Phone 635.6632. The lowest or any Tender for babysitting vacancies wpm dictatyping & adding funds with community 
(c6-22) 
The group then marchea 
out, leaving the mayor's 
recept ion is t ,  Caro ly t  
Geseard, gesturing toward 
the chicken and asking, 
"Where did he come from?" 
Royer did not emerge from 
his inner office to meet 
either the demonstrators or 
the chicken. 
SEATTLE, Wash. (APt --  
Something was a.fowl in 
Mayor Charles Royer's 
office. 
are now available on our 
lovely 1,1 wide and 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, and 
we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $250~ 
|ppllcable. Expense paid cepted. 
fire Vancouver - Return. (c2.18) 
For free credit check and ' 
lapproval please phone lh .  • __e ~ ~;~_ 
Ilect. I~. 
~pIrker Homes of canadal] . b ~  "~- I  
35-5447 ~> ~,  
18.23) 
l I concel~ned about tooth decay 
in young children. To protect 
For Seleor Rent, 1972 mobile your baby's teeth, avoid using 
home 2 bedrooms furnished a bottle as a pacifier at nap or 
or unfurnished. All ap-bedtime. Prolonged contact 
pllances Including dish. of baby teeth with juice (or 
washer. Available ira. formula) can promote dental 
mediately. Phone 635.3408. 
(p3.1e) 
will not necessarily be ac- must be registered with machine experience. Prefer 
cepted. Cenada Employment Centre office experience & 
(c2-18) & provide at les~,! ~ letters of knowledge of Medical ter- 
reference, minolngy. 
For S i l l -  1972 3-2 bedroom 
trailer, depending. Franklin 
fire place, unfurnished. 
Completed 9' x 18' carpeted 
addition. Located In Thor. 
nhlll. Price $6,500. Cell 635- 
9589, or 633.~455. 
groups, delivered a live 
chicken to the mayor's office 
on Monday. 
To the tune of old Me-] 
Donald: the demenstratorsl 
sang: City hallis a farm, E- 
I-E-I-O. And on th~s tarm' 
" .  
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Vehicle. Exhaust System 
1867T for Ministry of High. 
ways, Mezladin Lake, B.C. 
will be re.celved up to 3:00 
p.m. local time the 7Ih day of 
September 1970, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened In public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cot  
potation, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 24th day of August 1978. 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provided, In sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
Mayonnaise, . salad dres- 
sing, egg sauces and custards 
need to be kept cold until 
just before eating. They are 
excellent culture mediums 
in which microbes can 
multiply and produce in- 
testinal poisons known as 
enterotoxin~. 
.,.p 




[)tit k.~ t llllinsill,(I K ",in,l(l,li 
, : , | (  
• . L I  
,,::SWALLOWS - Swallows ere one of nature's way 
'.~ff!J~ntrolling mosquitoes. In told.summer these 
l~oPsncongregete in large numbers along power 
line.~ from which they soar out over the marsh 
to feast on the abundant supply of Insects. As 
many as 200,000 of these small birds have been 
counted along a V2 mile length of power line. 
t~.  '76 ( '~  
*- in Victoria any inLwning at 8:15. kilolnctres to the site of the 
~/  mid she'll runlhle off. whistli,g historic spike driving. 
and v, inking, full of prnlui.~s for Or sit tight Ul,lil you're nticed 
the day ahead, by any one of a dozen alluring 
You'll ~',on see that wben it slops. 
comes to showing you good- 'l'herc's I)tulcan. where the the dayliuer barrels up ;ittddowo 
. hmking .~enery and picturesque Col,dafter *:;ill let you ntT at the Island. 
whistle stops, she's got a OilS- I)riukwater Ro;td. entrance tothe Best of all about adate with the 
track tnind, lO-hectare open-air Forest daylincr is that it ischeap. 
She passes lazy fannyurds :ll,d Musculn. Ynu can catch the tale That's becau.~ I'arcs ou her 
'1")'1 sunny meadows, old st;titans al,d afternoon dayiiner nu her way scenic ....kilnnletre run have 
sleepy villages, dusky infests :llld back Io Victtwia. been slashed. A welter nf special 
inviting lakes. Or. it" I~aches are vnur weak- di.q:nunts give families, pension. 
* High on Ih~ Mahdlal inotin- ncss. you'll be u pns(xover when era attd groups a bargain run for 
tains, she alldws ftw bird's-eve vt~u catch sight of I.adysnlith their tunney. 
views of the S:l:mich Inlet tidal i-ltlrbor's Tnntsl'cr Bc:lch with its Bill hurr)'. She may go out of 
:tluts. children's pl:iyground, grassy circul:ttion in I)ccctubcr wheu. 
And she plays with your nerves h.lwus, horscsi,,~c and swinuning depending ou public reSlmll.~ 1o 
on a q0-iuetre-high trestle bridge areas, her se~,cn-day schedule aud 
over Niagaru ('anyon. P;,llial to tree;tit benches'? A reduced fares, owuer CP Rail 
Talk It) Eugene (irt gan. the shorl w;dk l'r0o, the Qa;llicnnl rc-ex:t,llittes her track record. 
ellgilteer on board, alld ht."ll Icll Beach stali!,n hikes you IO one OI' In tile nleal,lhlte, for a good 
you the thlyliner shows off sill,It Vaut.'otlver Islaud's fiuest, lilne -call tht.. E&N ticket office 
of B.('. 'S prt.'ltiest .~'euery. I'ht.',V's til:le fvr a I¢i.,qlrely hutch .'it ( I 121 383.1104., 
. . . .  i i  i i  i 
• : "~ • HOW TO AVOID POISON AT THE PICNIC 
I I L  Millions of Americans are . NSF scientists offer these 6. Observe this rule about there isachicken, E.I.E-I-O. The leaning tower of Pisa 
poisoned by foods prepared suggestians: suspicious foods: "When in With a cluck-clack here and increases its inclination by 
i at home and eaten at 1. Do not let foods con- doubt, throwit otst." a cluck-cluck there." one foot  each 100 years. 
/ ~ ~  ] picnics, work or school. The taining moisture or fat stand ~ at the Tudor-styled George Inn or 
around for long periods of NationalSanitation Founds- TOU |STALK for browsing a boutique before 
tion (NSF) notes that two time in a warm kitchen, the return trip. 
famil ies of bacteria are 9.. Sandwiches, alads and Keep an eye open for the slag 
the principal vlllains-sal- desserts intended for picnics 
or other away from home ' . "~ " SM BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  "mountains" north of Cassidv. moneila and staphylococci consumption snould he ~ M  BH!  l lb l - I  LULUNI I J I /A  brooding remnants of the black 
("staph"). The sickness may 
only last a day or two  stored in a refrigerator u n t i l ~  gold rush days when coal was 
and he mistakenly blamed just before leaving. The 
on a "bug," a "virus" or on same rule applies to meats 
"indigestion." that are to be cooked at a TH IS  ISLAND HAS A TRAIN 
picnic. 
3. Carry picnic meals,in a By Shirley Gush 
portable food chest which  
contains ice or f rozen  
freezer cans. .4u.qu.~'t 2,~-StTm'lldWr 3: And some of the ntost historic. 
4. When pou!ble, store You wouldn't call her preny. "Alloost 100 years ago.'" says 
brown bag lunches in a ex;,ctly. And she's kind of loud. Gro ,an "'Sir John MacDonald 
reTrigerator at'school or g " " ' But she has Ions of personality. ' used a silver halruner to dave a 
work until just before lunch. And Ihe.~ days she's one of golden spike on this line--the 
'i Vancouver Island's most popuhlr last spike In cuntplete the E&N 
i attractions. • Railway." 
I She's the Esqui,ualt and You can still see the cairn 
I Nalmimo' daylil,er, a two-coach marki,tg that spot at Clift'~ide. at 
]excursion train shnwingover 150 Mile 25. Whets the conductor 
~pns.~ltgers a goad tilne daily sings out. "'Shawnigan Lake". 
i hetwecn Victoria and Cnurtenay. hop off for a swiln and picnic. 
" , W;dtforherntthci:.&Nstation theu hike hack about four 
king on Vancouver Island and the 
E&N track the industD"s lifeline 
to Victoria. 
As the train slows to rumble 
over an 01d abandtmed mine. note 
the entrance tucked into a sunny 
hillside and imagine the world u f  
dark honeycombs eneath. 
".'OId-time~ around here say 
there's niore miles of li'aek, bnder 
Vancouver Island than above." 
says Grngan. "There are rooms 
down there us big as ba.~ball 
fields." 
But in 1978 lUlrlber ules, mid 
on a l.udvsntith siding, vou'ealf 
see giant" "Nil,aSS". Canada's 
• biggest logs. , " 
When Nanoose Bay skims by. 
check out the destmye~: you're 
passing the home of the U.S. 
Naval torpedo testing statio,. 
Quaint station hansel--each a 
study i. noslalgia~swing by ;Is 
PTUSWJCF  PTUSXCTU 
T JUF IZCF  STUSX 
Yesterday'd Cryptequip -- INSIPID SOUL NEVER 
DEVELDPED TRUE SPIRIT. 
Today's Cryptequlp due: T equals A
The Cryptoquip'is a simple substituUon~ciphcr in, which e~ch 
letter used stands for another. If you think thatX ,~ut l s~ it
will'equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
~,197S King Features Syndicate. Inc.. 
Your Individual : . 
Horoscope. :* ! ! 
/ ~ " ~  ' : :: " ' ~ - - - - - -  . . . . . . . . . .  - " ta (~-~-~/./,~ ": :i :i::!: theAMAZING SP IDER-MAI~ " By Stan Lee and John Roml 
gAP HESAW WANT OUR SECRET ~ VIBRAT~q~ F Nt # 
tomoc~w be? To flnd out what I M ~ ~ 4  ~ I : : .~  ~,~,~%t~T-1 : l i~W/? ' .~ .  ~ ~"..~ 
• By Abigai l  Van Buren.  s~. " ~ i '  ~ i i ~  ~ - ~ 
, DEAR READERS: A few months ago I urg.ed my Don't ~oss others witho~ . ' ' 
readers to donate their organs after death by wrhmg m ample reason. It may turn out ' . " . , _  __ , _ , , _ _  - -  ~- - -  - -~- - - - -  
The Living ]Bank for a dono r card. The response was beat if you wait eb l t  before . ~A.r l~ , l (~g DyxoEB'ooi~nm ~aryre~ 
overwhelming! maki~ decisions, l ive time " ~=td l~ I r - lO l l  • ' 
I want to share .a few of the beartwarmlng letters for added factors to appe=r. - .  • ' . ~ - .~ - - 
received by The Uving Bank: TAURUS " . . . . .  .... " ~#~ ~ H  ~, M~'7"I~ 
DEARSIR:Iwishtole~.veaypertofmy.bydy~,stwm . P.lan .your soh.edule _in. or- A i " ' " - - "  . . . . . .  ' " ' "  7-- .I 
help someone to see, or near, or to mene men maneys aeny tashion, lest things ' II ~ ALL I1~ ~F~E A~ / I '~ ~.t,q~r~.~ , / I  ' __,. --/q~B |i 
funotionnormdly, lamUvingahenlthy, nor.mullife:butl rivial or witless Interso~t It , r r r  ~.. . . . . .  ~'" i [  . .  ",.......-..-'7 ~___J t -'~v'-'~ v . - - / / /  t] 
know there are many peop=e woo aren t, so u • can nonate may ~w~L~ =. .  A • I \  r"~' ~ ~"-=. ~ ' / ~  . / , /~1  Ik~.  ~ "  i' L my hna]flmy org~m.~ after I die to semeone less fortuante, i t  
I would Hive my me more mennmg, day for concentrating on • | ~ 1 / " - - - ' - ' t  "~W " ~ x~l l  ~x ~ m.m~l  " 
Pleue send men donor card to ca .y in  case ~.~d l .  s es~nUals and - -OR,  . "" | , : /~  . / " .  ~ #J~ .. C~'~ '~{ _~ r~N~ - -  J U I~ t 
.....: ' lelt .e  way ~ince I w"  m . ' "  --me' mc anez c~edLv in an a~ddent'' am °"'Y •"  nu ' "  (MaY 22 to June sl ) b o l . m  .elpeth  ,.mew~y when W am 18, becauseCYNTm~C. ,  w e~pl~.~= adva~ . .,. : I  have C.11~4~ ' 111~ i . . l ~ ~ f ~  I ' ~ . 4 , ~  __  ~ '  L~- - / . . .  ~ , , ~ ' ~ ~  ~ ~rd~i  
r " " ~" ' °' 
DEAR SIRS: Please send me a Llvfng Bank donor's card 
' ; tof l l l  out. My brother, Buddy, w~. Idlledinstmtly/.n a CANCER - - . / L  
~motorcycle acddenttwo years .ago, ~ was ~ aria nem~y, (June 22 to July 23) ~ 
:ond8ueh a sweet ena genereus am, t m sure ne wou!a cave. If you know you are m the 
:: ~.ed Ida eyes and k ldneys,ana ny surer parts ~a~ 
could have been used for transplants-had heoMy known right tract, stay there. Do not 
how to do it. go off on tangents without 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J--'~- ----Mn't have meant life good re==bn. Curb your Innate wns~ a pn~y my grouser, u©atu ~m . . . .  t . .a..-- ,  t^,,,u,4 m,~dinmm 
to two - - - - le  who were waltfug for kidney transpmnts, . . . . . . .  7 . . . . . .  
• P~'~ '  and sight to two blind people who needed cornea LEO d~- - f~ 
.t~rlble waste. ' ' TOM G. competence end •good 
, Judgment will prove 
" TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: I think Dear.A.bby:e profitable. A fine period in 
column about donating one s organs should be prmte~, m. which to Initiate new methods, 
every newspaper in the world. She hem changes my mma present unusual ideas. 
.lout any .organ bank." _ ,, . : . . . . .  v~o ~ 
I m a C~thoUe, end now I re enze ~at  urns w HaS say  (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "¥ -e~ 
my soul. I went to ~Ive the rest ol me ~o anyone woo neeas Perseverance,  despite 
it. • possible obstacles, will brb~ 
" ' Please send men dozen organ donor cards, so I can ~Ive handsome r wards o~. Your 
them to others who feel as I do. busine~ acumen should be 
God bless all you people involved In this wonderful highly stimulated. 
• ~usel 1~.  JOYCE F. LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct, 23) ~-.~-- " 
• DEAR SIR: I read about The Living Bank In Dear Stretch a point where it Will 
.. Abby's column and want to donate my organs after death, pay off later. A vote of 
I work in an emergency room of a hospltul and have seen fidence is sometlmes 
many people dle because no transplants waret~vnllshle, necessary to secure the 
• Only God knows when I w~ die. Pie ..a.~.. sena me a oonor cooperation you need. .  
~i ~ml l~ ie  ~mov u .,~,~.,,,, -~ ~ .... ~' : '  ". '~' (O~'L 24 toNov. 22y'rvr'/l~" " ~' 
,e~n(,~: ~ ,~:~m'i ~);~1~'~ ~L~:,,~ ,,,h ':.?,~'~.,~-LORRAINEB., uul l  down undesirable ' ':~ 
barriers; recognize resl Ch- 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: I just finished reading stares to your progress. With 
Dear Abby and went to leave my organs after de~th, so everything indear focus, you 
,.idemm send me a card, 
.... As Abby put it: "There is nothing.I ~uld lea~e after my can plan your struteay more 
duth  that would be of 8rester value, effectively. ., ~I~ SAGrlTARIUS 
I feel exactly u Ahby does. JANET H. (Nov. 23 to Dec, 21) 
: • ' With your personality and 
DEAR SIR OR MADAM: I am 80 and in fairly good persuusiveness, youcan be an 
health, I want to leave any part of my body that can be effective influence ht areas 
,used. It hem served me well, My eyes are good ud  so is my where stumbling blocks have 
hearing,, and I can eat an .y~Ing.. been raised. Your spirit of 
I had rheumatic fever twsce wnan I was a kid, and the enterprise stimulated. 
doctors gave me only 10 yeare to live, but I fooled them. CAPRICORN ' t~ '~ 
WILLIAME. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VO ~ 
Avoid tendencies toward 
" READERS: To obtuln adonor card, or free Information haste, emotimmlimn. Study 
about The Uvina Bonk, write to P.O. Box 6725, Houston, proffered plans, proposals. 
' TT00§ Please endeee a long, sewaoareasea, t;a~ nrlunn~a in,~l~a*aA Ik,t 
d 15 cents envelope for thmr rep~ us mey are a a^.,, S.oo , .to.--t i . . , , - . . t  • tape  [ ] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nonprofit organlzatlan. God bless you. Aml ~/e we. ABBY projects. . " ~ 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
I f  you put off wdt iq  letton because you don't know 
what to ,my, get Ahby's booklet,."How to WH.~.Letters 
Fe  ~11 Oeemdona." Bond I I  and a soq,  eu~pea Ins eemm 
envelope to Abby: 1~ Iashy Drive, Beverly llflle, Calif. 
90~1S. 
HERE'S  A RECIPE 
FOR BIG DIPPERS 
This is a dip that's easy to take--and even earner co 
make• Just mix five readily available ingredients and it's 
set to be served. The seasoning is all-in-one-'a quick 
measure of Lea & Perrins sauce, the original Worcester- 
shire. This sauce supplies a mellow blend of soy, vinegar, 
molasses, onions, garlic, anchovies, tamarind and a 
collection of spices. If you're lucky enough to have a food 
processor, the preparation iseven quicker and easier yet. 
And, of course, a dip of this type, designed for crisp, raw 
carrots, cucumbers, celery, zucchini, snap beans or 
tomatoes, promotes healthful snacking. This particular 
• reeipe can be made'days ahead and refrigerated-ready for 
instant entertaining. 
DEVILED CHEESE DIP 
1 package (8 oz.) cream thee#e, softened 
2 tablespoons milk 
" 1 can (4-112 oz.) deviled ham 
I tablespoon mlneed onion 
1-1'/2 tablespoons original Worcestershire sauce 
. Assorted raw vegetables 
In a medium bowl stlr eream cheese with milk until 
° smooth. Stir In deviled ham, salon and Worcestershire 
cedes. Serve as a dip for raw vegetables such as zucchini 
and carrot sllces cut on the dlagonal, ce!ery sticks, cherry 
tomatoes, etc. Yield: I-I/2 eups. 
You will face competition 
now, but it won't stymie you. 
fiother It will prove n 
stLmulting challenge. Get in 
there --  and winI 
PISCES X (Feb. 20 to 
Some complications in- 
dicated in personal and (or) 
money matters. Den'S let false 
pride keep you from M~ing 
advice,  if you're unable, to 
cope. .. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with an engaging 
personality and are highly 
gregarious by nature. The 
Virgoan is Ideallstle and 
sometimes suffers neadl~mly 
when others do not llve up to 
his lofty standards. You lave 
a great love of home and 
family and, though you enjoy 
travel, are happlur in your 
' own surroandlap. You are 
extremely versatile; would 
make s good banker, Jour- 
nallst," real estate operator, 
confidential secretary or 
diplomat; would be happiest, 
however, in work which 
requires careful research taxi 
meUculous attention to detail 
- as in seionce. Try to curb 
tendencies ~to be overly 
critical and exacting with 
loved ones and mu~dstos. 
,~.~1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Say you 
saw it in 
the Herald 
THE HERALD, Thursday. A.m~t 24. 1978, P/p* 9 
by Johnny har t  
~AL~ ~ UI~ TWO l 
# 
B.C .  
you could now launch a new 
venture, but don't rush 
headlong into uncharted 
. ' .  
.TH~ WIZARD OP ID I~ Brunt pmrkor mid Johnny hut  
| 
'~ " '  Trudeau .DooNESBURY " '* ' by Garry, . 
i 
,r , -  , , ,  ' I' ~N,~R.  ~av~0tm ~ y0~4m~-  I Nprsu~ ~ s ¢  I 
/..:" o \ / . , .  
"Do not  wake misfortune when she sleeps." " r~o-~- '~ '~"~'~-~e W~-z-~'/~U~LI 
• Baltasar Grecian I~v  ~ ~ ~'¢~. . ' -  :~ I.~,.~. ~ tC~ O ~ ~ 4 1  
• ~ N P  O / - '~- - -  . . . .  ~ ~ - -  . . . .  
. , HA!R TRENDS 
• What s the current word in . . . .  • " tember ~. Triumphs Of Sc ience  [h rety,as? cu.,., c..,. F The Concours de Beauts at Spa, Belgium m Sap , 
I:YI~'~.?, " ~ " IFrom the casual toss to the 1888, is considered the first beauty contest. The 21 
COMPUTERIZED CRIME PREVENTION wild and carefree style, to the finalists were kept in seclusion and were not seen by 
more controlled hairdo, the anyone except the judges. 
REPLACING THE ORDINARY l ight  switch, 
the computer i zed  un i t  cont ro l s  lights in 
s way des igned to d iscourage burglars .  
elset~onleally guards your 
house against burglars end 
other Intruders. 
It does this by mutomati- 
celly tumhtg lights on and 
off throughout the house in 
n normal varying pattern, as 
if your whole family were at 
home. 
In the bathroom the 
Hutec Corporation's Vigilite 
• system turns the lights on in 
a widely varying way for 
pedods of five to 30 min- 
utes every hour between 6 
and 11:30 p.nt There is also 
an extra two-hour early 
morning pattern• 
Unl ike conventional 
mechanical timers, the pre- 
programmed "smart switch" 
one--a security device and a 
regtdar digital clock. Look- 
ing like a spaee-age, light- 
switch plate, the device can 
be installed in about five 
minutes by just using a 
screwdriver.' 
Depending on thGbV.~'and 
layout of your bO,us~, or 
apartment, from • oh~ t~'five 
"smart switches" Will' r 
convincing protection. You 
can find out more about 
Vlgilite by 'seeing one at 
your nearest hardware or 
housewarce store, where dis- 
tr ibution has already 
started, For a free brochure, 
write Hutec Corp,, 1050e 
East Dusne, Sunnyvr, le, CA, 
94086. 
Wall light switches ms3/ can  simulate lighting pat- 
become less rneceas~bt.y , terns of any of five different 
thanks to a chip off the old rooms you select and also 
block. A, tiny chip.sized control overhead lights, not 
computer, in  a new pre- just plug-ins. 
programmed light-control • The simple units, designed 
system that replaces een- to sell for $39.95 each, are 
dard on/off light switches, actually two appliances in 
wave's the thing. How to get 
that look and maintain it 
too? Permanents, of course. " i t  is bssuw that begins to please, and tendemess that 
Perms provide the *'per- Bernard Ds Fontenelle 
manent" solution to easy-care completes the charm." 
maintenance and long-lasting 
results. And hair stays haasle- 
free whether you're disco f l¢~k I~ 
dancing or jogging. 
° i Be a smartee! When you ( 
decide to have a perm go to p 
professional hair stylist, who 
will. combine consultation' 
perma'nent waving and pre- 
cision haircutting for a 
beautiful p~ersonalized hair !i ~i~ ?~:~:~~~ dealgn. Thin will ensure 
results- that are tailored " i~ii;!:: 
especially to your individual il " 
lifestyle requirements, Think :~!~ 
permanent and you'll swing ~L~:!I~,~ 
into season.., in style! . .  
You'll also find .a little ..... :~"  
helpful free advice on styles ,...,,, .............  ........ *,.,.. G'~* 
and permenre 'in a special 
Perm Booklet by writing to: " l  know you'v.o .been late for work twke this week. 
Z~tos International, Box 
lOOr,.P, Darien, Ct. 06820. I still think iI's stupid to sleep in the carl" 
J 
I 
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Washington tests "death ray"' 
WASHINGTON (Router) 
- -A  laser beam--the "death 
ray" of science fiction--has 
been used to shoot down a 
high-speed antitank missile. 
The U.S. defenee depart- 
ment said today the latest 
test of the highly con- 
centrated beams of light for 
use as a possible weapon 
took place in Januaw. 
"The navy, using a 
moderate power chemical 
lasei" successfully engaged 
and destroyed, in flight, two 
anti-tank missiles," a 
PKENTAGON 
SPOKESMAN SAID WHEN 
ASKED ABOUT THE 
TESTS NEAR San Juan 
C.apistrano, Calif. 
The spokesman declined 
further comment on the tests 
with the anti-tank missiles, 
reported by Aviation Week 
magazine, 
The Pentagon also con- 
firmed, for the first time, 
that a helicopter had been 
shot down by a laser during a 
1976 test at the U.S. Army's 
Redstone Arsenal in 
Alabama. 
High-energy lasers also 
were used in 1973 to shoot 
down a pilotless drone air- 
craft at Kirtland Air Force 
Base in New Mexico, the 
spokesman said. 
He could give no reason 
why the Pentagon, after 
declining comment for two 
years, now has decided to 10aillstie missiles is far off. 
confirm the 1976 tests i Other military systems 
volving the helicopter, wou'id be vulnerable to 
Defence Secretary Harold lasers, Brown also told the 
Brown gavea first indication committee. 
of the tests held last January The London-based In- 
when be told the Senate stitute for Strategic Studies 
armed services committee has reported that the United 
in February that lasers oon States and the Soviet Union 
might become practical as are ~ngaged in a race to 
militai'y weapons, develop laser weapons. 
"I think we are beginning The U.S. Air Force used 
to see demonstrations that lwpower laser beams toward 
show there are practical the end of the Vietnam war 
mi l i ta ry  capab i l i t ies  to guide bombs to difficult 
reasonably close," Brown targets uch as bridges and 
said in reily to a question the army has begun 
from the committee, development of a laser- 
He said, however, that the guided artillew shell and an 
use of high-energy lasers to anti.tank missile that could 
destroy incoming nuclear : be fired from a helicopter. 
hahan preferred as next Pope 
V~,TICANCITY (AP)- -A use only and with no the Causes of the Saints, secretary of state and, as  
diplomatic value." He s id i "open to religious renewal; chamberlain, interim head 
was never forwarded to the with the right energy." of the Roman Catholic 
Italian foreign ministry. Cardinal Baggio, prefect of Church;  Argent ina 's  
La Repubblica, a leftist the Congregation of the Eduardo Cardinal Pironio, 
daily paper, said in an un- Bishops, was described as 58, head of the Congregation 
signed front.page stow that, "well liked by the Curia" for the Religious; Bernardin 
according to the am- and "intelligent, able, Cardinal Rantin, 55, black 
bassador, the feeling at he patient and tenacious." African president of the 
Curia is that the choice will 'the paper said the am-: Justice and Peace Corn- 
again fall on an Italian. bassador  es t imated  mission, and Dutchman 
"The Italians, in fact, for Giovanni Cardinal Benelli, Johannes Cardinal 
their flexibility, knowledge 57-year-old archbishop of Willebrands, 68, seereta W
of the complex (Vatican) Florence, as energetic but forChristianUnityandarch- 
mechanism and habit of also likely to be considered bishop of Utrecht. 
freeing themselves from too young. Cardinal elliot was judged 
nationalistic atitudes seem Sorgio Cardinal Pignedoli, as affable, gentle and 
preferred also hs t e 68, head of the Congregation prepared but lacking 
powerful European Church, for Non-Christians and physical strength, Cardinal 
such as the French, for ex-. considered by many ob. Pironio as too young, Car- 
dinal Wiilebrands as ex- ample," La Repubblica servers as a leading can- 
quoted the document as didate, was described as cessive]y progressist and 
saying, lacking support among Cardinal Gantin with too 
Cardinais Bertoli, 70, and cardinals who run the" limited experience to lead 
Baggio, 65, both Vatican Vatican. the church. 
diplomats by training, head BLACK ON LIST In a commentary, La 
a list of 12 assessed by the The working paper was re- Repubbliea said the Italian 
• Italian ambassador to he ported to have said that ambassador's estimation 
was positive for Cardinals 
working paper prepared by 
the Italian embassy to the 
Vatican predicts the next 
pope will be an Italian and 
says Paolo Cardinal Berteli 
and Sebastiano Cardinal 
Baggio are the leaders in the 
papal race, the newspaper 
La Repubblica reported 
Wednesday. 
The unprecedented l ak of 
such a diplomatic document, 
prepared by Italian Am- 
bassador Vittorio Cordero di 
Montezemolo, came two 
days before III cardinals 
enter into a secret conclave 
to elect jpope Paul VI's 
successor as head of the 
world's 700 million Roman 
Catholics. 
The disclosure created a 
ripple of embarrassment 
among Vatican officials, but 
a spokesman, Rev. Romeo 
Paneiroli, declined com- 
ment. 
j i ta l ian Ambassador papabili, or possible popes, among the foreign papabili, 
Cordero de Montezemolo The ambassador called the "Curia barometer" Baggio and Berteli at the 
confirmed theefistence of"a Cardinal Bertoli, former paints to Frenchman Jean expense of Cardinals 
working paper for internal head of the Congregation for Cardinal Villot, 72, Vatican Pignedoli and Pironio. 
Women children hostages freed 
• . . • • , • " 
.by Nicaraguan guerillas m capital 
MANAGUA (AP) --  Anastasio Somoza, officials were released. The govern- pa o ed ¢' y eets. 
Leftist guerrillas who shot said. The two are acting merit asked for 24 hours to AIRPORT CLOSED 
their way into the National commander of the national study the demands because A spokesman for Pan 
Palace here Tuesday in a 
da .ring, " assault onthe heart of 
Ntc i i ragda '  ~ ' toil'Ira ty 
government freed about 100 
women and children hos- 
tages today, witnesses said. 
But the guerrillas were 
believed still holding a large 
number of officials and 
legislators. 
There were conflicting 
reports on how many 
hostages remained and on 
the number of guerrillas 
involved. It had been 
generally believed there 
were still about 100 or more 
captives, but some of the 
freed hostages aid there 
might be as many as 1,000 in 
the palace, along with up to 
168 heavily-armed guer- 
rillas. 
Among the hostages taken 
in the attack were a nephew 
and cousin of Presipent 
guard and deputy speaker of 
the lower house of 
parliament. ' 
A National Guard 
spokesman said the 
guerrillas released 14 per- 
sons, including three sol- 
criers, who were wounded in 
the attack and the bodies of 
four officers who were killed. 
WANT PRISONERS 
FREED 
The guerrillas were 
demanding the release of all 
po l i t i ca l  p r i soners ,  
estimated at more than 120; 
safe conduct o Panama for 
these freed, for themselves 
and for any hostages they 
take with them and $10 
million in cash. 
The National Guard, Nica- 
ragua's army, told the guer- 
rillas earlier it would not 
negotiate until the women, 
children, dead and wounded 
they involve other countries. 
A government source said 
the guerrillas threatened to
kill hostages, including two 
legislators, to demonstrate 
their determination. 
One of the women 
released, Maria Ortela, told 
The Associated'Press: 'Tee 
just P.ved the worst hours of 
my life." 
She said she saw "many 
dead and wounded in various 
parts of the building when I 
was led to a floor where four 
guerrillas were on guard, 
and that's all I can say." She 
said the hostages have been 
divided into groups 
throughout the buil~iing. 
More than 100 soldiers of 
the National Guard spread 
out around the palace• Other 
guardsmen i  vehicles et up 
roadblocks on highways 
leading out of Managua nd 
American Airways L m in 
Guatemala City said the 
Managaa airport was closed 
to all traffic. :; 
A score of Sandinista 
National Liberation Front 
guerrillas stormed the 
palace, which houses many 
government offices and both 
houses of Congress, during a 
session of the Cbamher of 
Deputies on Tuesday'af. 
ternoon. The raiders wore 
uniforms similar to those of 
the National Guard, At least 
50 Sandinistas are believed 
to be jailed in Nicaragua, 
The raiders also 
demanded their release. 
Other demands included 
publication of the Sandinita 
position in all newspapers 
and over radio stations and a 
50-per-cent salary increase 
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_~ ii ~ Newlywed FIIntsfones Emergency 
Game Con't Con't 
News Mary Tyler Winsday 
"V  145 News Moore Con't 
• News Con't Hour 
News Con't o0nt'd 
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A r a b  p " th " d ~  _.,, ;15 ,The Reluctant Hopes Alan Con°t rzsoner reatens ] U  e -~|  ;30 Debutante' 30 From Hamel co~n:t 
Mill ¢ :45 Rex Harrison Wlnnipe~l Show n t 
LONDON (Router) -- An face the consequences, was charged with murder Scotland Yard released a • :0o John Saxon • [ Cdn. [ The Lucy ~ Sesame 
,. The ma istrate sent him n.~,r~in~ A picture of Mihyi in the hole facing a charge of g . . . . . . . . . .  AN :15 Sandra Dee [ Open I Show I Street 
• • " w;thout bond that it would lead to further lering an Israeli mrline back to )a l l  • __  :', London hotel last Sunday. ;.,r . . . .  ,;-,, 'rhe deadman's ~1~1 :30 cont'd i Tennis  I Emergency  | Con't 
ardress during an ~me.a l~lice guaraea, me Asked by Judge David ~'~ure"'~vVas'also released z :,o cont'd -L-Con't --LCon't -- - - J .Con't . 
~sh last Sunday, told a court nuiming ann sua rp- Hopkin whether he had v .~.  __ ~ . . 
• shooters stood on nearoy o,,,,,h;,,,, ,,, ==u Miht, i Police wotuu not say now ;idlng mag is t ra te  -.,a ...... e . . . .  ~, ..- , man other ople they are tesday to release him or rouftopsasFawadMihyi, 22, replied:"lfyoudontrelease =,~Y.,~ ;. oi~.(.~r,i,,..,,m IMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMIIMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMli 
me-, something will happen . . . . . .  e, . . . . . . . . . .  :~- ,.-.. : . • . : . . . . .  - -  ~ ,, the ruerrilla attack m which ,o,o.,=,wo,.,o. !SPECIAL! j I The judge asked" Is that : : . al 11 • . . '  • One, a 22-year-old Israeli are  ]s  Wl  aformalappheationforbad . . . . . . .  ~., stewardess, was .reported 
or, is n a mr ca,t• . . . . .  still in critical condition. 
, • _ . It::natt ~artouaS~iahtinse ~e: British officials said they 
= _ = = . . . . . . .  L .... teno ~ . ";" have again turned down an 
O r l S t ~  terpreter He was oruerea . m , n u n [  [e r r  _ ~. • . .  Israel, request for El Ai  I • nelo penmng tr,al, security guards to be " ~ I O /  
~, AVIV (Reuter) -- Transport Minister Meir allowed to carry aun~ in • ' ' I • 
I will hunt down Amit accused the in- TRACE MOVEMENTS [~nd-on. - - "  °- . . . .  • 
•ists anywhere in the ternational community of Meanwhile, police sought They said British police : L ~  l a  
I, a government "cowardice by refusing to to trace the movements of are confident hat thes can 
tar declared today at take adequate measures to' another Arab who was ap- prevent any future terrorist •M . ~  ,~v  • ,mF It 
nerslofanEIAla,rhne stare out terrorism" rentl killed b h,s own . . . . . . .  ! " p • pa Y " Y " . attack and repeated that • • no,,  nmAnt" • 
~s muea ~unnay ,n an gun i f i l l  • 'uerrilla ttack in Lon . . . . .  grenade during ~e attac .. only British police and s - we must reconcim he bus o= an ~:l AI . ignt soldiers are vermitted to 0 a o a m p m g  . . , . , , . . . . - - -  ..... : 
- -  . ' . ourselves to fight terrorism crew. carry arms onBritish soil. I 
~sanas o= mourners at- alone because nobody seems _= 
d the ceremony in a ready to do [he job for U-' m - -~ . " . : '~- '4P '~ ' ' . , , . "~ ' .~/~ 
cemetery where I rit he s a'id. "But you can be s u : ~ ~ ' ~ L ~ . ; , ~ .  ' . / ~ . "  ~ ~. . . .  ~ ~  : 
~n was buried, not far that Israelwill do everythi [] ~ ! ' . . / ~ t  7~- ~ . .~  ) .  ~ ~7~ ~ ~ I 
some of the 11 ,israeli necessary to protect - - - , /~~-r : , L~, , l~  ~ , f / ,  #. ~•/ /  ~/,~.vr . J :  ~ ~L  • 
~s woo were xinou in citizens and wiil fight terr, M ~ ' ;¥~Q' J~,~, ; :~ ,~"  /~ .~ , / / / ~  1,, ~: / ~ , ,~f - -•  
rab guerrilla attack at  ism ,wherever it must M -- ' { / p  ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ . -  • 
S 'C  • i l l  ' I ~ • Student laim =,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,'",,,,,,'.,',,: 
Arab, f i   rge f 
murdering  li ai i  
stewardress 
ambush t day,  
p res id ing  
Wednesday t r l s  i  r 
TEL I  ter) 
Israel 
terrorists r  i  t  
world, 
minister l r  t  t 
the fu al of an El AI airline 
hostess killed Sunday in an 
Arab guerrilla ttack in Lon- 
den. 
Thous d f 
tended t us," 
Haifa cemeter i re 
Gidro ng 
from e  Isr i essary tect its 
athletes h   k lled izens  l rror- 
the A  rri l  ck   w er t he 
the 1972 Munich Olympics. 
embassy control I Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
THE HAGUE (Reuter ) -  security police of starting 
Thirteen Iranian students the fire which killed 377 
broke into the Iranian em- persons in a movie theatre in 
hussy here today, claiming Abadan on Saturday. 
control of the building as a They said they were from 
protest against Shah Reza colleges all over western 
Pahiavi. Europe and belonged to the 
The students, who said Confederation of Iranian 
they were not armed and had Students National Union and 
taken no hostages, issued a the Organization for Iranian 
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